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Cloudy.
High: 5055. Low:
"------' 30-35.
Friday: Chance of rain.
· High: 40's. Low : 30.
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High: 50's. Low : 35-40
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Celebrating 70 years as the Student Newspaper of Murray State University

News
New policies restricting
where skateboarders, In-line
skaters and bikers are
allowed to go are being
implemented by Public
Safety.

Seepage
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Opl~'cl
Ted Maras,
sophomore
from Chicago,
tells how he
has attempted
to make
residential college council
meetings more interesting.

CollegeL!/e
With March Madness
beginning in a few days, many
students are preparing for
the big games. Since many of
us will only be able to catch
the action on television, The
Murray State News is providing a little help in making
your game viewing as fun as
the real thing.
SecfJ08e

6

Sports
The Murr.ay State track
team, led by Jason McKinney,
finished strong at last week's
ave championship meet
held at Middle Tennessee
State in Murfreesboro, Tenn.
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TheNews Online

We've been working on
improving our presence on
the Information Superhighway. Check out our evolving
World Wide Web page at
www.thenews.org.
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Freitag sues for $3· million
According to Freitag's attorney, a breakdown in
se~lement negotiations caused the s~uit to be filed
•Lawsuit: Murray State
"We felt like she did not have
a
good chance of proving rape ' ' The complaint
has been named as a
on
him," said Dan Rudloff.
defendant in a $3 million
speaks for itself.
counsel for Freitag, explaining
lawsuit brought by Ben- why McDaniel was named in
We felt that the
jamine Freitag, a former the lawsuit.
investigation was
MSU student, who was
Rudloff said he had been
bad and the
accused of rape last spring negotiating with the Universibut cleared of the charges ty for a settlement for the last
charges were
month, but the University was
in October.
unfounded. ' '
BY )AKE BURGESS
AsSOCIATE EDITOR

One year after a Murray
State student reported being
raped, the person charged with
the crime is suing for $3 million, alleging civil rights violations.
The Lawyer representing
Benjamine Freitag, a former
Murray State student from
Madisonville who was charged
with the crime, filed the lawsuit Monday in the U.S. District Court in Paducah. In addition to Murray State Univerai·
ty, Ashlee McDaniel, Freitag's
accuser; Joe Green, director of
Public Safety; and Tommy
Phillips, detective captain of
Public Safety are named in the
suit.

not willing to settle for an
acceptable amount. He said the
original settlement was less
than the $3 million they are
now asking for.
John Rail, Murray State University Counsel, refused to
comment on the lawsuit.
The lawsuit accuses the
defendants of violating Freitag's civil rights and causing
loss of income during the period he spent in jail. The suit
also accuses defendants of
causing Freitag emotional distress, mental suffering and
anguish. In the lawsuit, he
claims humiliation and loss of
reputation due to being unlawfully and wrongly charged of
fourth degree assault, first
degree rape, first degree
unlawful imprisonment and
second degree stalking.

-DAN RUDLOFF,
PROSECtm:ON's ATTORNEY

Freitag seeks $3 million in
damages, including $1 million
in compensatory damages and
$2 million in punitive dam·
ages. He is also demanding
payment of legal fees.
":!'he complaint speaks for
itself," Rudloff said. •we felt
that the investigation was bad
and the charges were unfounded."
Freitag was cleared of rape
charges in October by the sec·
ond Calloway County Grand
Jury to hear the case. The
defense attorneys proved Freitag had an alibi for each time
McDaniel said she was
attacked.
According to the court docu-

ments McDaniel said on Dec.
14, 1996, she went on a date
with someone who identified
himself as "Chris Wylie." She
later identified "Wylie" as Freitag.
The first alleged attack
occurred on Jan. 18, 1997,
when McDaniel said Freitag
beat on her automobile window
while she was in the White Col·
lege parking lot.
The defense said Freita~ was
at home in Madisonville with
his estranged wife and his
child watching a movie. The
defense produced the receipt
showing Freitag had rented
the movie from Blowout Video
in Madisonville at 6:15 p.m.
According to the court documents, the second alleged
attack on Jan. 21, 1997, hap·
pened in the parking lot of the
Special Education Building
when McDaniel was leaving
class. At this time, Freitag said
he was talking with his roommate John Simanowitz in
Clark CoHege.
On Feb. 1, 1997, McDaniel
reported being raped by Fre-

Joe Green:
As director of
Public Safety.

'~llli:lililii1J Green IS named
In the su~
because of the
role his offiCe
played in the
Investigation.

Tommy
Phillips:
As detective cap· •
tain of Public
Safe~. Phillips
was directly
responsible for
the investJgatlon.

Kem
Alexander:
As president of

MSU, Alexander

chief executive
officer of the

Ashlee McDaniel:
As Freitag's accuser, she is now the
fourth defendant listed on the lawsuit.
She is charged in the lawsuit of violat·
lng Freitag's civil rights.

Pleasc see LAWSUIT/12

After OVC
win, Racers
lobby for
high seed
•Basketball: Now that the Racers have
won another OVC Tournament title and
the automatic NCAA bid which goes with
it, all the team can do is wait and see
about its seed and where it gets sent.
BY GREG STARK
SPO«TS EDITOR

They have a 29-3 record. They have compiled
a 16-2 record in the OVC and defeated
Arkansas, who has spent the majority of its season in the top 25.
So does Murray State deserve a higher seed
than what the average OVC representative in
the NCAA tournament gets?
Murray State Head Coach Mark Gottfried
thinks so.
"Our team should be an eight or nine seed," he
said. "Look at our wins. Look at our record.
Look at our number of losses. Look at the AP or
coaches' poll, we're 31st or 32nd in the poll. If
you're going to start with number one and say
here are our first four seeds and work your way
down, that's where we should be. We have no
control over what they do. We're excited to be a
part of it."
On Monday the Racers were listed 27th in the
AP poll and 29th in the coaches' poll.
The Racer team solidified itself as a candidate
for a higher than average seed with blowout victories over Tennessee Tech, Austin Peay and
Tennessee State in the OVC tournament. The
Racers defeated the Governors 81-56 and the
Tigers 92-69.
Tennessee State Head Coach Frankie Allen
thinks the Racers could be a 12th seed.
"They talk about those five-12 games," he
said. "That's a good basketball team. They have
done solid things inside and outside the conference."
Allen said the Racers could make progress in
the tournament.
"They've distinguished themselves as the
class of the league." he said. "I wouldn't be surprised if they are a Sweet 16 team."
Gottfried said the losses to Middle Tennessee
and Austin Peay in the regular-season should
PI~ see

;

..

Danny Vowefi/The News

Isaac Spencer and Rod Murray celebrate on the bench near
the end of the Racers' 92-69 win over Tennessee State. The
win earned the Racers' an automatic bid to the NCAA tournament.
Seth Dixon/The News

OVC tournament MVP Chad Townsend goes up for a shot In
Sunday's game. His award was part of a slew of honors for
the Racer guard tandem, as De'Teri Mayes earned OVC
Player of the Year.

Inside Coverage

The Racers easily dismissed
Tennessee State to win their,
second consecutive OVC
tournament title. Also, Greg
Stark predicts where MSU will
play in the NCAA tourney.

In the tournament
semifinals,
Murray
State overcame
Austin Peay
behind 25
points from
guard De'Terl Mayes.

sea paga 9
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Life goes
on for wreck
•
surv1vors
.

Sound of music

Weather Alert
sirens to be tested
Weather Alert sirens will
be activated on campus on
March I0. This is part of a
statewide test to observe
Severe Weather Awareness Week, which is March
9 through March 13.
The Kentucky State
Police will notify the University when to test the
sirens which are located at
three campus sites: Lovett
Auditorium, Springer Hall
and Woods Hall.

•Accident: The students
involved in a van accident
which killed one Murray
State student have persevered, but have not forgotten the life which was lost.
BY lARRY K. CARR

Free econo mics
workshop offered
A free workshop will be
held March I 6 for fifththrough ninth-grade students
titled
"Trading
Around the World." The
event is hosted by the
Center for Economic Education and the Livingston
County School District.
The workshop will be
held from 4:30 to 7:30 p.m.
at Ledbetter Elementary
School, located at 1250
U.S. 60 West. six miles
from the Tennessee River
bridge.
No prior economic
knowledge is needed to
attend the workshop.
Door prizes will be given
and a light supper will be
provided. Register by calling Barry Brown. director
of the Center for Economic Education, at 762-4277.

Agricultural team
places second
After competing against
the University of Kentucky
in a game of Agriculture
jeopardy, Murray State
placed as runner up in the
Kentucky Farm Bureau
Federation Young Farmer
Agriculture Collegiate
Team Competition.
The team entered two
preliminary rounds of
competition. Round one
competition involved a I0minute group presentation
over a designated topic.
Round two consisted of
each team member taking
a test over agriculture economics, agronomy and animal
science/veterinary
medicine.

Web page course
available in April
Murray State has introduced an evening course
called "Building a Web
Page" which will help computer users design a home
page.
The class will meet in the
Lowry Center, ACTS, second floor, from 7 to 9 p.m.
on Wednesdays from April
I to April 29. The course
admission fee is $I I0. The
instructor will be Hal Rice,
coordinator of the Academic Computing Center.
The class is limited to I 0
participants and it is recommended that people
have some experience in
using the Internet. To register or for more information · on "Building a Web
Page" call 762-2160 or I800-669-7654 outside of
Calloway County.

Briefs compiled by Beth
Bradley, staff writer.

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Danny

Voweii/Staff

Dr. Bradley Almquist, director of choral activities, cond ucts the Concert Choir on
m usic they will perform in Europe over the summer.

Racer Chat loses
to abus.i ve remarks
•Internet: Officials say
the Racer Chat program
was terminated because of
attacks against the athletic
program and athletes.
Bv JASON KEMP
STAFF WRITER

A popular Internet sports
chat line at Murray State has
recently been removed because
of abusive messages directed
toward MSU's athletic program
and certain members of MSU's
athletic teams.
Racer Chat was a MSU
sports chat line where Murray
State students and Internet
users of the University could
discuss topics on MSU sports
through a forum format.
Although he would not com·
ment on which MSU athletic
teams' members the users
attacked through the chat line
or what the specific comments
were made about, MSU Athletic Director E.W. Dennison said
the comments were enough for
the MSU athletic office to
decide to remove the program.
"'We <The MSU athletic office)
elected to put Racer Chat on as
a service for Murray State students and Internet users here
at Murray State University,
but now we've decided taking

the program off was the best
thing to do," Dennison said.'
Bill Elder, information systems manager at the academic
computing and technology services office, said the information systems office designed the
MSU athletic office's web page
where Racer Chat was located.
"The information systems
office designed the web page as
a service to Internet users,"
Elder said. "The MSU athletics
office made the executive decision to take it off."
Dennison also said because of
the many other responsibilities
workers at the MSU athletic
office have to deal with, it was
difficult to trace any of the
Racer Chat users who were
making abusive remarks since
the users were not required to
sign on to the chat line using
their real names.
"When people can vent their
frustrations on a chat line such
as this and not have to sign
their name, it can create a dangerous situation," Dennison
said.
"We felt like the risk was too
great to keep a program like
this running when there are a,
few people out there who want
to use the chat line to attack
others," he added.
Dennison said the majority of
the Racer Chat users were positive and were not involved in

the comments made against
the MSU athletic program.
"It's unfortunate that we had
to take Racer Chat off because
the masses liked it," he said.
"But one or two people came
along and misused it."
Dennison also said many
other universities have a chat
line similar to Racer Chat and
are also removing them
because of similar instances
where the users have attacked
university officials or sports
figures.
"The Murray State University athletic office is by no means
under any kind of obligation or
bound by law to continue to
provide Racer Chat," Dennison
said. "We decided it was in the
best interest of our athletic
teams' staffs and other personnel to remove the program."
Dennison said the possibility
of bringing back Racer Chat
bas not been absolutely ruled
out, but if the MSU athletic
office were to bring it back,
some things would have to be
changed about it.
"What we're going to do after
the NCAA tournaments is
study how we can bring Racer
Chat back," Dennison said. "We
want to see if we can possibly
be able to bring it back, but we
are going to need to figure out
if there is any way the chat line
can be run differently."

LORI BURLING
STAFF

Wann

March 18 will mark the
three-year anniversary of the
MSU cheerleading wreck
which claimed the life of Ginger Adams and left several others injured.
The team was returning
from the first round of the
NCAA basketball tournament
held in Tallahassee, Fla.
The wreck occurred on 1-24
between the Cadiz and Hopkinsville exits at approximate~
ly 3 p.m.
Those thrown from the van
included Jason Miller, Ginger
Adams and Meena Shams.
Others involved in the wreck
included Brandon Vaughn,
Mickey Hill, Kevin Carr, Chris
Powless, Jodi Flannagan,
Ellen Sweat, Heather Hudson,
Lancia Meecham, Miranda
Niles and Coach Mike Young.
Closely following the van
were cheerleaders Nick Winsett, Shea Archer and mascot
Jeff Piskos.
Adams died March 24, 1995,
from injuries sustained in the
accident. Brandon Vaughn was
severely injured, but with the
help of Jeff Piskos' first-aid
skills, his life was saved. Flannagan, Meecham, Shams and
Miller were also seriously
injured.
Miller, graduate student
from Marion, Ill., said, "I never
realized how much people
reached out to us until our last
home game this season.
"A man from Hopkinsville
introduced himself to me, and
told me the four days I was in
the Hopkinsville hospital he
sat with me when my family
and friends were not there. I
had no recollection of him, but
it's had a major impact and has
kept me thinking about the
tragedy."
Despite the tragedy, the

cheerleaders and their coach
pressed on. The overwhelming
support of cheerleaders, coaches, friends and even strangers
from across the country gave
them encouragement to continue. They attained a third place
qualifying bid to the national
cheerleader competition that
year. The competition was held
in Orlando, Fla. the following
year.
Coach Young said, "They
believed that God had spared
their lives for a reason and
they were committed to work- ·
ing hard to finish their quest
for a national recognition."'
The squad finished eighth in
the national competition. The
cheerleaders dedicated their
national routine to their former teammate, Adams and an
injured Vaughn.
Today Miller, Carr and Hill
are still cheering under Young.
Miller is pursuing a master's
degree in education and will be
the assistant coach of the
Racer Cheerleaders next year.
Hill will graduate in May
1999 with a bachelor's degree
in secondary education.
Carr plans to attend gradu·
ate school to obtain his master's in mass communications.
Although the three teammates are working with a new
cheering squad, they say there
is still a memory of what happened every day.
"I think the impact of the
wreck was 80 strong on an of us
that our new teammates also
share in our loss, even though
they were not a part of it,"
Miller said.
The teammates are now
moving on. Hudson is working
for a small newspaper near
Nashville, Tenn. Sweat is
teaching senior English at
Lone Oak high school, and will
marry Powless this summer,
Meecham will move to Florida
to pursue a career in exercise
science. Vaughn will graduate
with honors in May with a
bachelor's degree in computer
technology. Flannagan is
teaching at an elementary
school in Mt. Vernon, Ill. Niles
will graduate in the fall of 1999
with' a degree in dietetics.
Shams plans to retu~n to
Miami and work as a personal
trainer.

Fines possible for illegal biking
•Policy: Regulations are
being placed on bikers and
skaters limiting their access to
only non-pedestrian areas.

ridden, or operated, anywhere
restricted by signs, on the Chestnut
Street overpass, in the Quad, in the
the 15th Street mall, or in highly
congested areas.
No longer will bicycle, in-line
skates or skateboard stunts be
BY CHRISTINE HALL
allowed on University property.
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR
"The policy docs not say people
cannot
use
bicycles
and
The University Safety Committee
has issued a policy regarding the Rollerblades for exercise or going to
use of skateboards, bicycles and in- class," Robertson said. "Instead, it
line skates on campus due to the concerns stunting and vandalism."
Robertson said the major reason
rising incidents of vandalism and
defacements on University property for the new policy is to protect
and the general safety of students. pedestrians.
''The main concern is foi\,)Safety of
The committee, chaired by Don
Robertson, vice president of the individuals who have to walk
Student Affairs, began addressing back and forth from class," Robertthe problem when complaints were son said. "Some of the skateboardreceived.
ers and Rollerbladers are hurting
"There have been numerous com- themselves and others and they are
plaints regarding skateboards and causing damage to school property.
Dewey Yeatts, director of faciliRollerblades," Robertson said.
"There has been property vandal- ties management, said the skateized and excessive noise near the boarders and in-line skaters have
done much damage to the campus.
library and academic buildings."
The new policy affects only non"They have defaced concrete
pedestrian devices like bicycles, walls and brick walls," he said .
skateboards, in-line skates, mopeds ''They have jumped up onto benches
and motorcycles.
and damaged those and also plants
One of the new regulations is that and shrubbery."
non-pedestria.Q devices are not to be
Public _Safety will be enforcing

the new policy and Joe Green,
director of Public Safety, said the
same people who give tickets for
parking violations will also be ticketing for this.
"We will enforce it like a parking
violation," he said. "We either coun~
sci the violator or write a ticket."'
The Kentucky Revised Statutes
189.990 says those who operate a
bicycle and violate the regulations
are to be fined anywhere from $10
to $100.
The policy on campus will also
have a fine for those who violate it.
"The fine is $10," Green said. "If
the person refuses to cooperate, we
can confiscate the material and
charge them with a criminal
offense, but we would rather not do
that."
Robertson and Green both say the
new policy is not to discourage people from using bicycles and in-line
skates on campus, but to reduce the
number of injuries and vandalism.
Green said this is the first time
there has been a policy.
''This is the first official policy
made concerning bicycles," he said.
"This is a public relations thing and
we arc going to treat it that way."

'

New Non-Pedestrian
Devices Regulations
-Pedestrians have the right-of-way.
-Non-pedestrian devices are not to be
ridden or operated in the following
areas:
a. Inside Unversity buildings
b. Anywhere restricted by signs
c. Chestnut Street overpass bridge
d. Quad
e. 15th Street Mall
f. High pedestrian or
congested areas as marked
-Stunt riding, hot-dogging,
trick riding, free style riding
or skating are not to be
performed on University
property.
-Student, faculty or staff
violators are subject to
institutional fines ($10) and
disciplinary proceedings.
Violator's equipment is
subject to confiscation and
impoundment.

Source: Joe Green,
Public Safety Director

John Simanowitz/The News
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Falling Asian economy affects ELl
According to a report pub- decrease in enrollment is no
•Economy: Enrollment of
lished
by Rep. Lee Hamilton of cause for alarm for the staff.
Asian students in the Eng"Full time employees are in
lish Language Institute Indiana, the economic turmoil
in East Asia is largely a bank- no danger of losing their jobs,"
has declined because of a ing and investment crisis Morgan said. "If enrollment
falling economy.
linked to a collapse of investor keeps decreasing, there could
confidence.
be a loss in teaching hours for
our
part-time employees."
BY DONALD LAWSON
Hamilton said because East
STAFf WRITER
Morgan
said the institute
Asian economies are closely
normally
has
approximately
tied together, a series of prob100
students,
and current
As the world economy begins lems have. quickly spilled over
enrollment
is
not
a problem.
to recover from the blow caused into n~ghboring countries.
"The
ELI
started
in 1993
by the collapse of markets in
He said for several years, with only 16 students. Our
East Asia, Murray State has Pacific Rim economies were
yearly average is lower than
found it is not immune to the gro.v.ing rapidly. A huge wave
what our current enrollment
fallout.
of investment poured into these is," Morgan said. "We have the
The Asian economic situation "Asian tiger" countries, but highest enrollment for an ELI
has caused a decline in the much of it was invested in the state."
Morgan said he hopes the
number of foreign exchange unwisely.
current
decline in enrollment
To put it simply, there was
students attending the English
does
not
affect
the institute. He
too much of everything. There
Language Institute (ELl).
also
said
the
institute
wants to
Michael Morgan, director of was overinvestment, overlend- maintain high enrollment and
ing and overbuilding in ill-conthe ELI, says the enrollment of
ceived real estate and industri- keep teaching positions.
the institute is down by 10 to
Morgan went on to say the
al projects. There was oversav15 percent compared to last
number
of applications the
ing and diverting of the buying
year. He believes this drop can
institute has received has not
power from people. Finally,
been attributed to the economic there was overguidance with dropped. The factor causing t11e
problems in Korea and Thai· too many bureaucrats and gov- most concern is the ability for
land, which a majority of the ernment officials deciding those students applying to
afford attending.
ELI students call home.
which
companies
should
Nurhendra
Suwarsono,
"The enrollment (for the receive loans and investments. freshman
from
Jakarta,
institute) has been as high as
With East Asia's economy in Indonesia, is one of the many
115 students," Morgan said. a state of disarray, it is difficult students affected by the eco"'This semester we have an to foresee the next year's nomic crisis. Suwarsono said he
enrollment. Morgan said the came to the United States
enrollment of 83 students."

because of the advanced technology it had to offer, but if the
economy in Asia does not
improve, he may have to leave
early.
"When I first came to Murray
State, Asia's economies were
stable but started to destabilize
around October," Suwarsono
said. "After being here a semester, the Indonesian monetary
condition has · been going
down."
Suwarsono's main concern is
the worsening of the exchange
rate. The worse it gets, the
more expensive it will be for
him to stay at MSU.
"I'm worried that my parents
havo to work more to pay
tuition," Suwarsono said.
"Hopefully the economic system will get better, and I'll be
able to stay to get a master's
degree at Murray State."
According to Rep. Hamilton's
report, most experts believe the
current turmoil will have a
modest but meaningful impact
on the United States. He said
the U.S. economy is fundamentally strong and should be able
to weather the current crisis.
But the United States will likely see its trade deficit grow as
changes in exchange rates
make imports cheaper and U.S.
exports more expensive.
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"My Name Is Ruth."

Police Beat
Feb,25,1998
10:07 a.m. There was an auto accident in the General Services Lot. No

injuries were reported.
12:03 p.m. An ambulance was dispatched to the Lowry Center for a person having a seizure. He was transported to the Murray-Callaway County Hospital.
1 :27 p.m. There was a motorcycle accident near the Blacl<burn Science
Building. Brett J. Knotts of Murray received injury to his leg and his hands
when a vehicle tumed in front of his motor~ycle. He was transported by
ambulance to Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
5:56 p.m. A fire alarm sounded in Hester College because of so~eone
spraying something into the detector.
Feb.26, 1998
2:55 a.m. A noise complaint was reported outside Regents College.
10:27 a.m. An ambulance was dispatched to Faculty Hall. Harvey Elder
was transported to the hospital.
3:13p.m. A vehicle was towed from Racer Arena because of leaking fluids. The Haz-Mat team was called to clean up the flwd.
9:31 p.m. A fire alarm sounded in White College because of someone
spraying something into the smoke detector on the fourth noor.
Feb.28, 1998
4:00 a.m. The Calloway County Detention Center advised they had Peter
O'Rourke Ill In custody for DUI.
March 1, 1998

5:15 p.m. An ambulance was dispatched to the Curris Center for a stu_dent having chest pains. He was transported to Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
.Note: The week of March 9 through March 13 has been designated as
Severe Weather Awareness Week. The weather sirens on the MSU cam·
pus will be activated (tested) sometime on Tuesday, March 10.
March 2, 1998

7:39 p.m. There was a fire alarm reported in Racer Arena in the area of
the dressing room. No fire was found.
Note: Racer Arena is the site for the First Regional High School Basketball Tournaments March 2 through March 12. Public Safety asks for your
cooperation during this time in regards to the parking lots.

Motorist Assists - 11

Racer Escorts • 8

Information for PoliceBeat gathered and compiled by Christine Hall, assistant news edftor, from materials available to the Public Safety office.

UPPERCUTS
Hair & Tanning Salon

Get A Mammogram
Before YOII Feel1be Need For One.

1-800-462-Q122

m
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SAA

Student

w
Alumni

7534444
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1 and 2 bedroom rental homes and apartments
are now available for the fall semester.
(800) 713-8093

William Fandrich

Fax (502)753-4085

(502) 753-3193
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The "Price" means savings.
The "Plus" means even more
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'LoOK GOOD FOR SPRING BREAK!
$25 Highlighting
for MSU Students
Must Bring MSU ID
V Offer ends Matich 31 V r

Everyone is invited
to attend the next
SAA meeting!
Monday, March 16
at 9 p.m.
in the Barkley Room
Cu.rris Center
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MRS. PAUL'S
FISH STICKS

PEDIGREE
MEALTIME

TONY'S
PIZZA
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CATFISH
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What are your plans

for ·spring Break?

Name: Reinard
Baumeiste r
Major: Business
Year: Graduate
Student
Hometown:
Regensburg,
Germany

"I' m going skiing in Colorado."

Our t7ieu'
Issue:
The athletic office removed a Racer
chat line after users started criticizing
team members while online.

Name: Sara Jane
Jinn

Major: Education
Year: Sophomore
Hometown:
Cadiz

" I' m going to
Daytona, Fla.
with several friends."

Name: Kevin
Meachan

Major: Elementary~!b~~
Education
Year: Sophomore

Hometown:
Ho pkinsville

"I'm going to Ft.
Lauderdale to visit family."

Name: Kortnea
Montague
Major: Finance
Management
Year: Junior
Hometown:
Humboldt, Tenn.

..I' m going to
. travel with some friends to
relieve stress."

Name: Tiffany

Position:

University Safety Committee
values order before freedom
Murray State has once again placed safety
in the minds of students. This time it has
nothing to do with lighting or self-protection.
No, this time the University has placed
skateboards, bicycles and in-line skates in the
spotlight.
The University Safety Committee issued a
policy preventing the usage or operation of
these non-pedestrian devices in areas restricted by signs. They claim students run the risk
of getting injured by those performing stunts
on these devices.
How many non-participatory students have
been injured by those performing these
stunts? Yes, those performing the stunts do
. run the risk of injury while practicing, but
they were aware of the risks before they started participating in this sport. Furthermore,
the majority of these stunts performers are
out in late afternoon and weekends when a
minimum amount of students are even on
campus.
Pedestrians should have the common courtesy to steer clear of those who are performing
stunts. People out during this time usually
have enough sense to step out of the way
whenever a University vehicle is driving down
the mall. What makes this any different?
Restricted areas include the Chestnut Street

Our Vieu'
Issue:
Murray State has issued a policy restricting the
stunt use of skateboards, bicycles and in-line
skates on campus.

Position:
Skateboarding, cycling and in-line skates are
competitive sports and students should have a
place to practice.

overpass, the Quad, the 15th Street mall and
highly congested areas. Basically, all stunts
will be prevented on campus.
Students who use these devices for transportation to and from class or as exercise are
not affected by this policy. This policy only
concerns stunting and vandalism.
Where are Murray State students supposed
to practice their non-pedestrian hobbies? The
University offers basketball, racquetball and
tennis courts for students to use for hobbies
and exercise, but nothing is available for those
who like to roll against the flow.
,
If it is a concern with student safety on campus, the University should provide an area
whe-r:e stunts on bicycles, skateboards and inline skates are permitted.

Through the removal of the chat line,
freedom of speech has been limited.
Americans possess the right to freedom of speech, press, religion and
assembly. W hen Racer Chat disappeared, so did some people's chance to
openly express their feelings.
Recently WKMS received calls slurring the African-American race, but the
station remained on the air. The
depar tment made no attempt to
remove the station. Instead, it
info rmed the proper authorities.
In the case of the Internet, it Is very
difficult to regulate what is said in the
chat room, but why would anyone
want tol Apparently someone was
watching the chat room and observed
these comments as they were happening.
The chat line was offered by the athletic department as a service to Murray
State students and Internet users at the
University. Internet users took .advantage of the service. They voiced their
opinion and the department took it
away.
Now the department is researching
ways to bring the chat room back, but
they want to run things differently. In
ot her words, t hey want to run the chat
line .
If the athletics office did not want
feedback, they should not have started
the chat line in the first place. As the
old saying ·goes: "If you can't take the
heat, get out of the kitchen."

Brown

Major:
Computer
information
systems
Year: Junior

Deba t e format didn't follow it.~elf was structured so no one from to one's religion, one will judge the The Murray State News the previous
the audience could ask either side any facts of science he observes around week. Those two letters, which occuformal p r oceedings

To the Editor:
Hometown:
After watching the proceedings last
Wednesday night, I fee l it would be
Paris, Tenn.
only fair to advise the debate was a
.. I' m going to Atlanta to shop,
sham. I say this with a bit of caution,
party and just get away."
for I am not an evolutionist by nature
Beth Bradley/Staff and am quite broad-minded as well. I
make this assertion on the grounds
that the winning side (the creationist)
did not espouse any case of his own,
but rather spent the whole time either
defending his questionable credibility
2609 University Station
as a scientist and speaker or attemptMurray State University
ing to tear down the case for DarwinMurray, Kentucky 42071-3301
ian evolution. The losing side stated
e-mail: thenewsO murraystate.edu
from the first it was not going to
attempt to defend a 100-year-old theoC.D. Bradley
ry most evolutionists today do not
Editor-in-Chief
embrace. Rather, Dr. Schell used
Jake Burgess
numerous sources to establish a case
Associate Editor
for Neo-Darwinism and to call Dr.
Jennifer Sacharnoskl
Gish's credibility as an impartial sciNews Editor
• entiat who, in his own words, "is only
Denise Higgins
interested in the truth" into question.
Viewpoint Editor
This quote was made in the same
Sarah Wight
breath as Gish contradicted his own
College Life Editor
earlier statements concerning the
Greg Stark
nature of his institution's actions conSports Editor
cerning
a lawsuit attempting to force
Seth Dixon
his
institution's
viewpoint of the oriPhotography Editor
gin of life upon a school system in
Jason Dick
Advertising Manager
Arkansas.
Bruce Rudd
I further assert this debate was fals~
On-line Editor
because the winner was not decided by
ballot, as had been decided at the
The Murray State News Is prepared and
beginning of the debate, but rather
ed&ted by students under the advlsership of
was accomplished by a head count of
Joe Hedges. Opinions expressed are those
those who remained for the full three
of the editors and other signed writers.
The~ opini?Os do not necessarily represent
hours of the discourse. At this point,
the v&ew of journalism faculty or the Univerhalf of those who turned out for
over
Sity . Th1s Is an official publication of Murray
the debate had left.
State University.
Finally, the format of the .exchange

NEWS
.

~----

him. That was exactly what the pied 31.5 column inches, both asked
debate was supposed to be about. Do specific questions and raised several
current scientific observations support issues that needed a reply. My
response, the only reply from our origthe creation or evolution religion?
The reason it matters is this. The inal group, was UOO words, which I
evolution religion (with its accompa- later cut to 850. This was significantly
nying deductions from scientific obser- shorter than the letters I was respondvations) is taught exclusively in public ing to. In talking to the Viewpoint Edischools (from grade school through tor over the phone, she both indicated
college), while the creation religion is that she did not want me to proof my
forced out of them. Since neither can letter and she would cut it further, to
be proven, I'd like to see both expelled. 700 words. And she apologized for
Think of all the time a student could what she had done.
What was published, over my n~me,
spend J>tudying real things around
him if the evolution religion was not was so badly butchered no one who
Timothy Shead
President of White College Debate taught. He could learn more about the knows me will believe I wrote it, and •
present and how to help improve on indeed they shouldn't. While you pub·
Society
the future. Many of the proofs of the lished Gish's original letter with speConclusions sketchy, throw evolution religion have been proven cific questions about matters of techfalse and many more will be proven nical science (e.g. the second law of
out theory altogether
false. Why force our children to learn thermodynamics), you removed my
To the Editor:
answers as being too technical, therethem?
Last Wednesday night, a crowd of
As a Christian, I believe there is by rendering my respon ~e unresponsome 750 to 800 people, I'm told, gathanother reason to refrain from teach- sive.
ered at the Curris Center to witness a
To add insult to iqjury, you substiing our children the evolution religion.
debate between Dunne Gish and Bill
The Bible is the foundational docu- tuted gibberish for some of my words
Schell. There were many college stu·
ment of the Christian faith. If our chil- (such as studys for studies) and worst
dents in the audience as well as high
dren are taught God didn't create Gust of all the illiterate substitution of
school students and "seasoned" stulike the Bible says he did), then how degenerating for denigrating. The letdents. The debate was supposed to
can they ever believe Jesus arose from ter you published over my name
focus on the evidence for and against
the dead? The same Bible documents wound up looki~g like it had been
both the creation and evolution modwritten by a critic for the purpose of
both events.
els of origin. Unfortunately, the entire
making me look foolish.
debate wasn't on the issue.
Your obvious luck of oven-handedGary Taylor
There was enough evidence presentness
in handling John Moore's , Gish's
Puryear: Tenn.
ed, however, to make the debate very
and my letters casts a bnd light on the
interesting. One of the main issues
quality of journalism nt The Murray
raised was whether or not evolution News biased to d ebate issue
State News .
nnd creation are both sciences or if To the Editor:
I do not accept your apology.
This is about your treatment of the
creation is religion. It seems to me
since neither is repeatable nor verifi- letter I sent your paper, which was
able, they are both based on "faith" published on Friday, Feb. 20. This let- Gaynor Wild
.and must be called religion. According ter was in response to two letters in Murray
questions or force the participants to
defend their statements. This was not
a debate in any true form hut rather
two individuals with differing opinions on a matter presenting position
papers. There was no attempt by the
organizers to bring forth any original
thought form the audience, but rather
it was an exercise in attempting to
assert their belief systems upon the
audience. After all, why else would
you have an offering halfway through
the debate, or should I say service?

OPED
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Once lost,
now found
In My C)pinion
G REG STARK

.One change brings notice
It is unbelievable how much controversy
is caused by a minute change in the way a
meeting is run. We are college students
and we are here to get an education and
have fun while we do it. What is the difference in saying "Yea" or in saying
"Whoomp, there it is?" One is unorthodox,
but more fun.
Sure we are supposed to get things done
in the meetings of residential college councils, but if no one is at the meetings, nothing can get done. The Regents College
Council held a meeting to come up with
ways to make its meetings more relaxed
and increase participation as well. Is there
anything wrong with getting people
involved? Why do you care what happens
in other people's business? 1 sure don't
care what happens in New Guinea's Congress. Why should you?
The meeting turned out to be quite successful. RCC made several changes. The
meeting place, formerly in the second floor
study lounge, was relocated to the first
floor where one does not feel so enclosed,
refreshments arc now served during each
meeting and an ice-breaker activity will
take place prior to each meeting. In addition, one minute part of the parliamentary
procedure was changed. As members were

In My
()piJliOJI
TED MARAS

brainstorming for ideas, 1 made the motion
to get rid of "yea" and "nay" and replace
them with "Whoomp, there it is" and
"Bump that baby." After the meeting, I
noticed the sign advertising the RCC
meeting on the sixth floor t{)rn down, peed
on and then thrown down the trash chute.
This was done by someone who has no
affiliation with the RCC. If you feel so
strongly about a detail as minute as
"Whoomp, there it is," why don't you come
to the RCC meetings and vote to "Bump
that baby?" Oh, I forgot. You probably
don't even know what the RCC is! A
motion similar to this was used in the
Youth and Government Program in lllinois and there was no problem there.
Everyone who actually gives a "whoomp"
about RCC and was present at this meet·

ing thought it was a great idea. And to
anyone who thinks we are being unprofessional at the meetings by doing such a
thing, do you expect us to dress in a suit
and tie? There are a lot of people who come
to the meetings on a regular basis in pajamas. If you want the meetings to be professional, come and be a part and do some·
thing about it.
The whole point of"Whoomp, there it is"
is to relieve stress and make the people
who visit these meetings on a regular basis
more relaxed so the council can get more
accomplished. Here's one example. At the
first meeting in which "Whoomp, there it
is" was used, more enthusiasm and more
ideas were suggested than ever before.
Whether it was the new location, refresh. ments, ice-breaker, "Whoomp, there it is"
or a combination of them, the meeting held
on Feb. 25 went very smoothly. As a matter of fact, someone who decided to show
up for this meeting made the motion to
reconsider "Whoomp, there it is." Well my
friend, it is too bad your motion was tabled
indefinitely. "Whoomp, there it is" is here
to stay.

Ted Maras is a sophomore business administration major from Chicago.

One day in November 1987, I went out to the family's mailbox to check the mail. I had been anxiously awaiting the
Sports Illustrated men's college basketball edition.
When I got to the mailbox, I sorted through many bills and
letters until I found the magazine. The cover featured a player in western attire with a big, bright smile on his face. The
title said "A Dazzling Dude." Does anybody remember who
this player was?
Well, I do. Fennis Dembo.
Dembo was an All-American power forward for the University of Wyoming in the late '80s. After graduating from college, he spent a season with the Detroit Pistons. After his
stint with the Pistons, he seemingly fell off the face of the
earth.
Now, with stunning research from advertising representative Robert Knodell, Fennis has been found. The CNN/SI website and ESPNET SportsZone's "Bureau of Missing Persons"
have conflicting accounts on what .F ennis is doing now.
CNN/SI said after his stint with the Pistons, he played for
two teams in the CBA. After the CBA, he headed over:reas,
playing in Spain, France and Italy. Last year, he played as an
American ringer on an Argentina team. CNN/SI said Dembo
is now semi-retired and living in Birmingham with his wife
Joy and daughter Kailyn.
According to ESPN, Dembo is still in Argentina playing for
Ferro, a semi-professional team. Dembo leads the team in
scoring and rebounding, averaging 23 points and nine
rebounds a game.
CNN/SI's report seems to have checked out. I tried to contact Dembo by dialing information, but after requesting a
number for Dembo in Birmingham, the operator said the
number was being withheld by the publisher's request. There
probably aren't many people in the world with his name, so I
figure that is where he is located.
Apparently, many people were worried about his whereabouts. Many put in leads on SportsZone to his whereabouts,
but all were false. Some leads put him in Boston, San Diego
and Notre Dame, Ind. One lead put him selling meat products
with former Bengals star Ickey Woods. Another had Dembo in ·
Truth or Consequences, New Mexico at a Tastee Freeze,
where he ordered a large vanilla malt before a band of New
Mexico Highlands University fraternity boys kidnapped him.
This search was getting to be as complex as wondering
whether or not Elvis is dead or alive or t he location of Jimmy
Hoffa's corpse (Elvis, in fact, is working 'at the Cleveland,
Tenn., Taco Bell and Hoffa is buried in t he Cape Girardeau,
Mo., Show-Me Center's north end zone, not the Meadowlands.)
All is well now. We can rest easy. Fennis is alive and well in
Birmingham. Everybody who was worried about his existence
can go and find where Felton Spencer is now.
'

Greg Stark is the Sports Editor for The Murray State News.

Writer needs wake-up call, not United States
After reading the Feb. 27 Viewpoint
section of The News, I think Denise
Higgins, Viewpoint Editor for The
News, is the one who needs a wake-up
call. It is true we are the most powerful nation in the world. I, too, think
"we should stop tip-toeing around in
the Middle East and gf't something
done."
This statement is really not very
bold, but nevertheless, let us look at
the facts. We are once again guilty of
repeating history. Seven y~ars ago we
had troops in Saudi Arabia. We
bombed Iraq's innocent citizens and
showed them the United Nations (the
closest thing we have to one-world dictatorship) cannot be taken advantage
of by Iraqis, because it is too busy taking advantage of the Iraqis.
Where did it get us? Nowhere! In
1998, the world once again looks to the
Middle East as the next war zone in
an effort to repeat history's mistakes.
Higgins considers herself a pacifist.
She likes to "work things out peaceful·
ly, even without a threat of violence."
She "owes her peaceful nature to her
parents." She thinks "the time has
come to get a grip on reality." She
wants to blow up the entire country of
Iraq! The entire populace of Iraq,
including the majority of innocent citizens who have liltle to do with the

but Iraq oil is not ours, it is theirs.
Maybe Higgins thinks we should run
over there and steal it from the Iraqis,
which could be easily accomplished if
we were to eradicate them from the
face of the earth. Apparently, her par·
SHAUN
ents did not instill the fact that stealHAILEY
ing and killing are wrong. More than a
hypocritical facade of pacifism is
required for a "peaceful nature."
Yes, we should have "finished the
conflict, would be blown up by this so- job the first time around. Waiting has
only hurt matters." It is no rumor
called pacifist if she had her way.
The United Nations has the power Saddam has chemical warheads - our
to destroy Iraq, and , as we all know, government sold the chemical warpower corrupts, and absolute power heads to his government! One would
corrupts absolutely. She says "now is think our government would have the
the time to use U.N. power and put foresight to realize that selling
Saddam in his place." In other words, advanced military weaponry to a dicthe pacifist wishes to violently murder tatorial regime might result in the die·
other human beings. If we back down tatorial regim~ actually using the
in these threatening times, we would weapons, which is just what the Husdemonstrate to the world that we do sein regime has done! He thinks he is
not resort to the ignorant desecration prepared to deal with us? He has been
of life in order to steal the resources of dealing with us for many years. If he
another country. 'l'he powerful image has chemical weapons, he is more prewe as a nation portray has not pared to deal with us. Long-range misstemmed from violence, but from siles and terrorism are only two meth·
intellect and ingenuity.
ods which Saddam could use to deliv·
..America joined a war in Vietnam er chemical weapons to the populace
when it it was none of our business," of the United States. Our sense of
Higgins said. "We lost then, so why security is a false one. Saddam has
not repeat history?" She says our oil enough experience with terrorism to
supplY: is in danger. I'm sorry, dear, effectively breach the borders of the

In My
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United States and have his pick of targets.
"Last time it was bombing raids,"
Higgins said. So we should "pull a
Hiroshima on them." I will not even
attempt to argue a point based in such
ignorant, television-induced stupidity.
If one has no idea what the global
(including Murray) effects of nuclear
fallout are, one has no business suggesting such a brain-dead proposition.
I highly recommend visiting the
library and actually learning what
nuclear weapons and their radioactive
fallout can do, not only to the bombs'
zero points and vicinities, but also to
the world as a whole. Using nuclear
weapons to solve international problems is like having sex to achieve a
state of v\rginity -just plain dumb.
One of my favorite lines in the article states, "In order to keep world
pence, this (backing down from the
Iraqis) simply cannot happen." World
peace, by definition, does not entail
"Hiroshima-ing" an entire country. On
the contrary, it involves refusing to
resort to violence and using creative
and positive means to better the
world.
lf Saddam has no money, he cannot
develop weapons of mass destruction.
All we have to do is learn to stop burning so much gas in our cars and sup-

port an end to fossil fuel consumption
in our country, a wholly positive
means to effective ends. Only greedy
corporations and money/power-hungry dictatorial regimes would suffer
arty losses. It all comes down on the
hands of America and other countries
of the world to learn conservation
techniques, develop new methods of
transportation and put into practice
power production methods that are
non-polluting.
The
technology
required for these changes would have
to maintain the convenience of current
lifestyle, transportation and power
production methods currently in use
by the world's citizens. Implementing
these changes would give more benefits to Americans and do more damage
to Hussein's regime than any suicidal
measure such as "Hiroshima-ing"
could do.
Next time Higgins writes a commentary on world events, please remember that people in other countries who
do not agree with American standards
are still human. Bombing a populace
into extinction is nothing but evil, and
it constitutes nothing less a hideous
disregard of common sense and
humanity.

Shaun Hailey is a junior philosophy
major from Mayfz.eld.
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On Campus
Dunker kidnapping
The Campus Connection Volunteer Center
plans to kidnap Dunker,
Murray State mascot,
March 17.
Dunker will be held for
ransom In the Rocking
Chair Lounge beginning at
8 . a.m. until the ransom
demand of 35 volunteers
has been met. Anyone can
help free Dunker by volunteering time to serve a
community agency.
Upon volunteering, participants names will be
entered in a drawing for
prizes given away each
hour until Dunker Is
released. For more Information, call 762-61 I 7 or
762-3808.

Super Saturdays
Murray State will again
offer a program for talented school children called
Super Saturdays. Cours~s
will be held on Murray
State's campus March 8 to
March 28. Children in first
through sixth grade are eligible to attend.
The class plans include:
• Primary levels two and
three - Math Madness,
Let's Speak Spanish. Writing Your Dreams, Impressive Impressionist and
Bookmaking
• Primary levels three
and four - Designing at the
Keyboard, Pop!Pop! Fizz,
Fizz!, All the World's a
Stage, Skyschool, Sign Lan·guage, Rock On!, Let's
Speak French! and This IS
Rocket Science
• Fourth through sixth
grade - Jewelry Making,
Exploring the Internet,
Let's Speak Russian and
Get Up and Shake It!
• Fifth and slx~h grade Building a Home Page,
What's the Story, Let's
Speak German!, Reader's
Theater, Where In the
World, Mysteries of History, Creativity Inc. and
MicroWorlds Multimedia
Laboratory
A limit has been set of
IS children per class.
Interested parents can call
762-3662 or 1-800-6697654 outside of Calloway
County to request a
brochure.

LBL raises fees
Land Between The Lakes
National Recreation Area
has increased fees at
Wranglers Campground
and Turkey Bay Off-Highway Vehicle Area for the
1998 season.
Camping fees at Wranglers will be $1 I a night for
a basic site, $14 for electric, $16 for water and
$18 for sewer. Also, a new
fee of $5 per horse trailer
per day will be initiated
this spring. An annual permit for horse trailers will
be $35.
Contact LBL at 9242000 or www.lbl.org on
the Internet, for more
information.

With Murray State in
NCM Tournament
many students will be
watching the best
teams face off. To get
you through .game
time here's a few
ideas to conquer the
munchies and keep
the action going.

March 5, 1998

Champion·s~ip

Viewing

CHAMPION CHIP
COOKIES
Makes 5 dozen
5 cups crushed potato chips (measure after
crushing)
1 cup brown sugar, firmly packed
1 cup granulated sugar
2 eggs, slightly beaten
1 cup milk
2 tsp. vanilla extract
3 tsp. baking powder
1 cup chopped peanuts

thought it was a girl's sport.
wo~en baskets were eaten by fire ants
It was played outdoors, and the ball _.kept vanishing intD the. rain forest.
iil~erea mt}\.thc~corn chip ritual.

basketball''to Europe?

Pre-heat oven to 350F. Combine the first six
ingredients and mix well. Sift together the flour
and baking powder, add to potato chip mixture
and mix well. Stir in peanuts. Drop mixture by
teaspoonfuls onto a greased baking sheet,
allowing space for cookies to spread. Bake
10-15 minutes (or until lightly browned).

VARSITY NACHOS
Serves 8·10

8 oz. tortilla or potato chips
1 cup of canned com, drained
2 tomatoes, chopped
4 scallions, chopped
1 jalapeno pepper, chopped
4 tsp. sour cream
Salt and pepper to taste
1 cup grated cheddar cheese

'

sport was played at the first na onal college championship game?

Ame~cans

•

o~

Preheat broiler. Spread tortilla or potato chips
adored the sport until a coach
ltally left a picture
girl's basketball team
in a large, shallow. flameproof dish and sprin..
, tuuL\;uu players, upon seeing it, immeli ..
abandoned the sp~rt. While this attitude has
kle with corn, tomatoes, scallions and jalapeno
amloSl;aumDlPeaJrell. boys still ret\u!e to play basketball in soroe.aectidfis of SoUtbAinerica.
pepper. Spoon sour cream over everything,
War 1, the French were widely exposed to basketball by American soldi.frs who s•"bp
-DUring
season to taste, and sprinkle with cheddar
at their
Although French girls hadbeen playi~ basketball for some1t-im...~ it~uamong"JDen did not come until after the Armistice when baskeb;au w played at tne Tnter-Ailied
cheese. Broil for 2-3 minutes until the cheese
[ "GraJbes Games in Paris.
I
.
melts and is bubbling. Sever at once.
. James Naismith, w~ gave up the ministry to preach clean livii\t through sports, mventcd the game

J

DRIBBLE NIBBLES
GARUC DIP
Serves 1o-12
1/2 cup skim milk
1 cup low-fat cottage cheese
2 small gar1ic cloves, minced
2 tbsp. chopped parsley
2 tbsp. chopped chives
1/8 tsp. paprika
1/8 tsp. curry powder
1 tsp. onion salt
Blend all ingredients in blender or by hand
until smooth. Serve with potato or tortilla
chips.

Compiled by Beth Bradley.
staff writer.
photo illuwations by Danny Vow~ll

I
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at the Y.M.C.A. inSpringfield;Musachusetts. <By the way, the Sioux Jn;ianrdoved basketball an~
among the very fll'ilt- playera.)
•B
creator. JAIIlM N~ith, grew up in Canada, .llfherc a favJ.ite childhood game was
._.,,.,..u,...
adapted UU. pan4 in which one boy guarded-his " due~ t~ffie stones of the othapott .. bas~IJ.
/

I'

mtftii1Rftt'4111W'JJ

~

u~cp;•~ Co1Jeliate Cbaqrptonship
1939.

•

·ee.b'egan in 1~83 'th a tennis (oumament. National col-

l\.c~'~ was '~UK played until

.

GREAT EIGHT SlAM DUNK DIP
Serves 6·8
1 (9 oz.} can refried beans
1 large ripe avocado- peeled, seeded and chopped
2 tbsp. lemon juice
1 tsp. garlic salt
1 cup sour cream
1 cup mayonnaise
1 (1-1/8 oz.) pkg. taco seasoning
2 large ripe tomatoes, chopped
1 cup sliced black olives
1 (9 oz.) can cheddar cheese dip
1/2 cup shredded cheddar cheese

Spread refried beans in a shallow, 2-quart dish. Arrange avocado over refried beans.
Sprinkle with lemon juice and garlic salt. Combine sour cream. mayonnaise and taco
mix in a small bowl and spread mixture over avocado. Top with a layer of tom~ toes and
black olives. Spread with cheese dip, sprinkle with cheddar cheese and top w1th a
green olive. Serve at room temperature with tortilla chips.
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Spring Break requires excellence
Jimmy Buffett
Songs You Know By Heart
Hunter Jhompso!"
Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas
As Spring Break arrives, some are heading off to exotic locations full of beaches,
bars, boats and bikinis.
Not me.
You won't have to worry about Murray,
because I'll be here guarding it. But
whether you're in the West Indies or West
Kentucky, the Break offers an opportunity
to kick back, relax and enjoy a slower pace
of life or drink yourself into a stupor.
Whatever you do, you are hoping it will
be fun. Which brings us to the subject of
this week's review: essential reading and
listening for the Break. The following two
people have contributed works which really seem to capture the essence of what it is
we're seeking.
First is Jimmy Buffett. If you are not
familiar with the work of this singer-songwriter, you must have been living in a
cave. Buffett's songs of the sea, beaches,
bars and old friends are truly underrated.
Many people think they are unsubstantial
pieces, and some of them are (see "Grapefruit-Juicy Fruit,") but given a listen, it is
easy to see Buffett did much more than

now, which it should, just know the surface has yet to be scratched. Between hallucinations of a hotel bar full of reptiles,
C.O. Bradley
naked trapeze artists and wolverines and
Duke and his attorney telling a Georgia
sing "Margaritaville" and "Why don't we sheriff about murderous gangs in California that were dealt with by decapitation
get drunk (and screw)".
and
Duke's pet gorilla, the book is nothing
"Songs You Know By Heart" is truly
if
not
bizarre. But, damn, it's funny.
essential listening. Once you get past the
So
whether
you're in Martinique or
aforementioned pieces, Buffet's true depth
Murray,
throw
a tittle Buffett on the
makes itself known. The gentle longing of
stereo,
read
a
little
Thompson, make a
"Come Monday," the tragedy and acceprum
drink,
and
if
you're
into it, take
tance of "He went to Paris" and the
Thompson's
advice
about
the narcotic
remembrance of times gone by of "Son of a
affects
of
the
hypothalamus
from a live
Son of a Sailor;, are only a sample of the
human
being.
Hey,
I
told
you
he was
emotions he so clearly illustrates in his
weird.
own laid-back way with such laconic wit.
As for the other work, it was once sOngs You Know By Heart: A+
referred to as the way everyone wants Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas: A+
their Spring Break to be, but nobody's
Top Five COs of the week
actually is. Hunter Thompson's "Fear and
1.
SilldtCharge it 2 D• Came
Loathing in Las Vegas" is easily one of the
funniest, and weirdest, books ever writ- 2. K<i and Jo~ Love Always
ten, but it is not for the faint of heart.
3. ~ ~y of LIJht
Basically, it is the story of Raoul Duke,
Thompson's alter ego, and his attorney 4. ~ P- Gbftto D
taking a trip to Las Vegas. Duke is going S. Jimmy Buffett· Son8J You Know By
there to cover a story and his attorney is l1rMt .
along for the ride. It doesn't take long for
the whole trip to dissolve into a (heavily)
drug· and alcohol·influenced' search for
the American Dream. If it sounds strange

Music/Bookl?euieu;

Week.t4beacl
Friday, March 6
•Fundraiser- The Friends of Public Rad io in the Four Rivers
Region sponsor "Get Together
Again for WKMS" on the air and
on the 8th floor of the Price Doyle
Fine Arts Center from 6:30 a.m.
until sunset. ~ It will continue
through March 10.
•Workshop- Journalism and
broadcasting workshops will be
held for high school students in
the Curris Center from 8:30 a.m.
to 1 p.m.
•Performance art· The Men of
the World performance art will be
on display in the Clara M. Eagle
Art Gallery.
•Horse Show- The American
Quarter Horse Association holds
competitions in the Western Kentucky Exposition Center at 7 p.m.

Saturday, March 7
•Spring Break begins- Classes
are dismissed at noon and
resume March 16.
•First half·semester courses
end.
•Horse Show- 8 a.m. in the Westem Kentucky Exposition Center.
•Music Festival- The First District
Kentucky Music Educators Association presents a Solo and
Ensemble Festival all day in
Lovett Auditorium.
•Super Saturdays- A series of
courses for students from the first
grade to the sixth grade begins.

in the museum cafeteria.

Friday, March 13
•Horse Pulls- 6 p.m. in the Western Kentucky Exposition Cantey:. : •

Saturday, March 14
•Horse/Mule Pulls- A half-linger· ·
pull will begin at noon and a mule ~
pull will begin at 6 p.m. in the·:
Western Kentucky Expositior;l,..;
Center.

Sunday, March 15

':-.'

•National Polson Week begins. ..J
•Bible Study- 9:40 a.m. in the ~.
Hart College lobby.
.:
•Birthday Bash- Elizabeth College's Birthday Bash begins at ~5 :
p.m.
•
•Bible Study- 7 p.m. in the Mt.ir;
ray Christian Fellowship Campus :
House.
:

Monday, March 16

I

• I_

•Bible Study- 6 p.m. in the BSU. ..
•Bible Study- 9 p.m. in the H~rt' :
College lobby.
: ·

..

Tuesday, Minch 1~
•Senior Salute- 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. 7
and 4 p.m. to 6 p.m. in the Curris
Center Rocking Chair Lounge
...
through March 19. Representatives from the Registrar's Office~
Master's Degree Program, Stu-'
dent Loan Accounting, Career ~
Services and Alumni Association ,·
will answer questions.
:

.

I

Sunday, March 8
•Horse Show- 8 a.m. in the Westem Kentucky Exposition Center.
•Health Services closes- Will
reopen March 16.

Wednesday, March 11

lo

•Administrative offices closeWill reopen March 16~
•Free Dinner- The Newman
House, on the corner across from
the White College parking lot,
offers a free dinner at 5 p.m.

Thursday, March 12

•eve codd tell I

'Wlilll galng to be one
II those classes .

•

•Open House- The National
Scouting Museum hosts an open
house fo cek=iorafe"tfie opemng61
the 1998 season4:30 to 6:30p.m.

...

Wednesday, March 18

•.. ••

•Buffet- $1 buffet In the BSU at ..
12:20 p.m.
•Free Dinner- The Newman
House, on the corner across from ,
the White College parking lot,
offers a free dinner at 5 p.m.
•Bible Study- 7 p.m. in the Curristr
Center Theater.

Thursday, March 19

.'

•

I ...

•TNT- Creative Worship In the :
BSU at 6 p.m.
•Line Dancing- 7 to 9 p.m. in the
Curris Center Ballroom.
•Prayer Meeting- 7:15 p.m. in !he
Curris.-Centef third floor lounge
area.
I •

YOUR PO

~ALUABI::E

•

.d'AL IJFE EDEAIENCE -~..,.

t

•MEET

to volunteer your time,
tbis newspaper...
mc:eting;11tUJrsday, March 19 at 4 P·lll·
n Hall,
, Rm. 214.
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LBL celebrates
spring outdoors
BY KRISTIN HIU
STAffWtma

Ant you ready for the winter to be over and the sunshine and outdoors to be
more than a stranger? If so,
the Umd Between the Lakes
National Recreation Area
offers several options for out.doo'r entertainment.
LBL is a 170,000-acre
recreational area in Western
Kentucky and Tennessee. It
was formed when the Tennessee and Cumberland
rivers were flooded to creat
Kentucky Lake and Lake
Barkley. .Ac:cording to LBL's
website, in 1963, President
John F. Kennedy created
LBL in order "to demonstrate how an area with limited t)mber, agricultural,
and industrial resources
could be converted into a
recreation assent that would
stimulate economic growth
in the region.»
LBL offers activitiesany
nature lover can el'\'ioy. It is
tbe home to 54 different
mammals and 230 different
species of birds, which can
be seen in their natural environments from trails and
shorelines.
"Land Between the Lakea
offers a lot of activities that
young people seem to enjoy,•
Kathy Harper, Communication Specialist at LBL, said.
There are more than 200
miles of trails for' bikers,
some of which Generals
Grant and Lee walked in.
For bike riders there are two
extensive trails, suitable for
various skill levels. Some of
the most scenic places in
LBL can be:.rea.ched llx.mt

70 miles of horseback trails.
If you are a little ;more
adventurous, there are 2_,500
acres of trails and open
areas devoted to otr-highw~
vehicle riding borderin.J
Kentucky Lake.
Hunting and fishing are
also av$11able to those who
have a state license;
CamJ'lng facilities accom'pany the different types of

trails. so YQU can ma.ke your
spring outing an overnight
affair. Depending on your
preference, there are areas
to fit every campera needs,
including either seclu ded
places along the lake and
modern RV set-ups, plus
either developed ca.m,Pgrounds with showere and
sucb or rougher environmente for the adventurous
ones, Harper said.
Not only is there variety
offere~ .b ut it is ~nomica,l
ly reasonable. "More and
more college age people are
coming to LBL and we hope
they continue to. It is economically possible, especially for those who can't afford
a spring bre~ vacation/'

Harper said.
Besides these traditional
Qutdoor activities, LBL also
offers attractiOns including
The · Homeplace-1850, the
Golden Pond Planetarium,
the Nature Station, and the
Elk and Bison Prairie. These
are edueational, but enter·
taining and natural experiences are open at spedj\c:
hours and have different
admissions according to
attraction. Call (502) 9242000 for more information or
Visit LBL's website at
WWWJbl.org.
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Fraternity discusses women's issues
lished by the National Wellness Institute.
According to the model, the dimensions of
wellness are cultural, physical, emotional,
career, intellectual, environmental and
Beginning March 18, the sisters of spiritual aspects which make up an indiSigma Alpha Iota music fraternity are vidual's life.
sponsoring a three-day women's confer.
.
ence titled "Women in Harmony with WellThe followmg evenmg, the women com. 1 will . 1
ness."
posers rec1ta
me ude sm~ll ensembles
The conference consists of a self-defense and vocal talents as well as bnef reports on ·
seminar, a roundtable discussion of worn· various women composers delivered by the
en's issues and the chapter's annual women of Sigma Alpha Iota.
women composers recital.
Amy Pierce, chair of the women's conferThe roundtable discussion March 19 will ence, said although the music fraternity is
include speakers Jane Etheridge from the sponsoring the conference, it focuses on the
Women's Center and Judy Lyle from success and wellness of all women.
Health Services. Each person will speak on
"The conference started with an idea I
a number of issues affecting women today, had last summer after attending a selfbased on a seven-dimensional model estab· defense program," she said. "1 realized the
B Y REKA A SHLEY

STAff

Warna

job of a music educator required being out
late at night for performances and
rehearsals and safety was something we
should think about, but more importantly I
realized that there were a number of women's issues that needed discussion."
Pierce hopes the conference will give the
sisters of Sigma Alpha Iota and worn ·
en m
general a sense of self worth and help them
learn how to balance the different areas of
their lives.
"I feel we have such a diverse group of
women at Murray State who need to know
about their surroundings and the
resources available to them, Pierce said.
"There is always room for them to become
more successful in the male-dominated
society in which we Jive."

.

Forum focuses on affirmative action
By BRANDl

WILLIAMS
LIFt EOITOit

ASSISTANT COllEGE

On Monday night, the Kappa
Alpha Psi Fraternity presented
a forum on whether affmnative
action makes African-American students and MexicanAmerican students less com·
petitive than whites.
"A forum is an open question
and answer session where peo·
ple are able J,o give and give
feedback on a topic," Len Cooper, vice president of Kappa
Alpha Psi, said.
The forum was originated by
Thomas Robinson, assistant
professor of psychology.
"The point was to infonn students who are most affected by
affirmative action and let them
know there are scholars who
believe what Professor Graglia
says," Robinson said.
The forum began with the

viewing of a video recorded
from the BET Network of an
interview with Lino Graglia,
professor from the University
of Texas, who argues against
affirmative action because be
says it "violates the rights of
white students."
"Racial preferences are
racist," Graglia said. "Students
who check black on their appli·
cation get in because they are
black. That is racist.,.
"I felt that his comments
were fairly representative of a
good part of America, especially the academic side of America," Robinson said.
Also on the video, Robert
Tarver, an attorney, argued
affirmative action does not ere·
ate more racism.
"Affirmative action does not
take people who are not quali·
fled and place them into jobs,"
Tarver said.

After the video was over, two
presentations were given for
affinnative action by Robinson
and John Homa, a professor of
criminal justice.
"My job was to give the facts
and show affirmative action in
a positive light," Homa said.
Because of the two pro-affirmative action pr esentations,
the opposi!J.on seemed limited.
However, Robinson said he
was not really concerned with
whether the forum seemed
biased because it was not a
debate.
"I think we could have had
more opposition," Homa said. "I
can debate either side, but I
thought there would be more
students wanting to debate
affirmative action."
"The representation was onesided, but that was not my
fault," Cooper, the mediator of
the forum, said.

"The point was not to debate
the issue but to make minorities aware that how they
behave affects how they are
viewed in society," Robinson
said.
"'It was not a debate," Cooper
said. "It was never a debate to
begin with. but if someone was
wanting to ask questions
against affmnative action they
were welcome to."
However, Cooper also said it
is ·a possibility some students
who were against afftrmative
action could have been afraid to
speak up in the forum due to
the number of people there in
support of it. Homa, on the
other hand, did not believe any·
one was afraid to speak their
mind.
"I think that everyone who
wanted to say something, did,"
Homa said.
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Sportsl31·ie]~
Baseball loses to
Wright State
l.a&t weekend, the Murray State Thoroughbreds
played three games in two
days against Wright State.
The 'Breds played a doubleheader at Reagan Field
on Saturday, Feb. 28 and
played Wright State again
on Sunday, March I .
A walk to pinch hitter
Scott Marshall gave Wright
State the go-ahead run at
the plate in the form of
lead off hitter Bill Stasik.
Stasik took the Umbarger
offering over the left-center field fence, giving
Wright State its first lead
at 5-4. Murray State could
not retaliate in the bottom
of the inning, as Casey Sanford and Mark Squire
retired the 'Breds 1-2-3 in
the bottom of the seventh
to get the win for Wright
State.
The second game of the
doubleheader was the
direct opposite of the
pitcher's duel In the first
game. MSU and Wright
State combined for 25
runs on 26 hits and a total
of seven pitchers used.
Wright State scored one
in the first on a wild pitch.
Murray State answered
back with two in their half
of the first on a walk, a
double and a two-RBI single by shortstop Todd Fox
to give MSU an early 2- 1
lead.
Wright State scored four
in the fourth and two in
the fifth to give them a I IS lead. Murray State
answered back in a huge
way with a six-run rally,
featuring a
three-run
homer by right fielder
Chad Vrbka, his second of
the season. This tied the
game at II.
Wright State scored
once in the sixth and seventh innings to give them a
two-run lead going into
the last half-inning. Rob
Weatherly sent a shot
over the fence in the deepest part of the park to
close the MSU gap to one.
The 'Breds could not
score again, however.
On Sunday, Wright State
took advantage of the
break, scoring one run in
the second inning and a
total of I 0 runs from the
fourth
through
ninth
fnnings.
Murray State
scored only once in the
fourth inning on Rob
Weatherly's fourth homer
of the season. The 'Breds
cut the lead to four, but
couldn't come any closer.

OVC Tournament

..

The 92 points Murray
State scored in the OVC
championship game against
Tennessee State tied a
tournament record for
most points by a single
team. The other two times
it was set was also by Murray State.

Source. OVC

It's on to ...

9
OVC Tournament - Final Round

Murray State
Tennessee State

92
69

The
Show on Earth

Racers readY
for 'Big Dance'

-ovc

Tournament: The NCAA tournament awaits the Murray State men's
basketball team, who clinched an automatic bid Sunday.

match which ended in a technical for both
teams. Isaac Spencer also earned a technical
in the late going following a Duane Virgil
dunk.
Even with the technicals, the Racers were
still able to hold a margin above 20 points late
Bv GREG STARK
in the game.
~Ts Eonot
Gottfried said the team still felt lik~ they
could accomplish some feats in the NCAA
NASHVILLE- Now, it isn't a question of if
tournament.
~urray State will make the NCAA tourna"I know our guys don't feel like they are
ment. It is who, when and where they'll play.
through,"
he said. "We feel like we have some
The Racers gained their seventh automatic
work
left
to
do. They want to play hard, they
bid in 11 years to the NCAA tournament, an
want
to
be
the
best they can be and that's why
event Murray State Head Coach Mark Gotthey
are
sitting
here today. We're excited
tfried has called "the greatest show on Earth"
about
it.
We're
looking
forward to being in the
several times over the past few weeks. The
gteatest~ show on Earth:"'
Racers claimed their bid with a 92-69 victory
Isaac Spencer, the OVC Newcomer of the
over Tennessee State.
Year,
said he is excited about his first trip to
"I just want to say how proud I am of our
the
"Big
Dance.•
team," Gottfried said. "I want to thank them
"It
means
a lot to me. I know it means a lot
for everything they've let me be a part of.
to
the
seniors.
They've played everyday, all year long. You
could count a bad practice on one hand. From This is the last
the very first of the season until now, it's one year for them OVC -r.
.ournament
of the most special seasons you could be a part going to the •
tournament," he Led by OVC Player of the
of."
Gottfried had every right to be proud of his said. "I'm real Year De'Teri Mayes, Murteam after solid victories over Tennessee Tech excited about ray State advanced to the
and Austin Peay put them in the final game going to t t~~ finals of the OVC tournaagainst Tennessee State. The seventh-seeded to urnamen . ru~
Tigers defeated Eastern lllinois and Middle a child, 1 always ment, defeating Austin
the Peay 81 -56 Saturday.
Tennessee, the second and third-seeded watched
teams, respectively, but couldn't dispose of the NCAA tournament on televiRacers in the final.
Page 10
From the get-go, the Racers held a sizable sion, and somemargin, starting the game off on a 13-2 run, times I would
but the Tigers came back to close the Racer ride over to Atle,nta and watch the first-round
advantage to 21-17 by the 7:20 mark in the NCAA tournament games. I'm real,exoited to
get a chance to get in to the tournament."
first half.
Chad Townsend, the tournament's most
That was as close as the Tigers would get for
the rest of the game, even though they kept valuable player for the second consecutive
the Racers from blowing the game open until year, commended OVC Player of the Year
De'Teri Mayes.
late in the second half.
"He doesn't let anything get him down," he
Emotion played a big part in the game for
both sides. When the Tigers and Racers met said. "He keeps on shooting and making bas·
in the regular-season finale Feb. 21, a fight kets. You love to play with a player like that.
nearly broke out between both teams. At the He's fearless. I think he's a great complement
12:05 mark, the Racers' Aubrey Reese and the to myself and I've enjoyed playing with him a
Tigers' Brian Williams got into a shouting whole lot."

InSide

Photos by
Seth Dixon
(Above) Tournament HVP Chad
Townsend celebrates after the
last thread of the net was cut follo wing HSU's 92-69 victory.
(Right) Head Coach Hark Got·
tfrled looks on vta the Nashville
Arena's Sony Jumbotron. At
that point in the game the Racers held a 70-52 lead.

Racers, Bruins will get it on in Lexi_
n gton
NASHVILLE - The wait has
begun.
Sunday, the Murray State
men's basketball team won its
second consecutive OVC tournament title, defeating Tennessee State 92-69. Each win in
the tournament was by a 21point margin or more, giving
hope the NCAA selection committee will sit up and take
notice by giving Murray State a
higher seed than usual.
The highest seed Murray has
ever received was 13, when the
Racers lost to Alabama in the
• first round in 1992.
This year, the Racers will
surpass that seed.
In Sunday's post-game press
conference, coach Mark Gottfried said the Racers deserve
an eight or a nine seed. However, the NCAA sometimes doesn't give teams what they
deserve.

Sports
Tal~?
GREG
STARK

The ESPN/USA Today poll
rates Princeton (25-1) as eighth
in the country, but many expect
them to get a third or fourth
seed. The Tigers defeated many
teams from top conferences in
the non-conference season,
with their only loss a close loss
t..o North Carolina at Chapel
Hill in December.
The setback for the lvy
League school, is, well, Princeton is in the Ivy Li~ague. The
l'onference's stn•ngth isn't as
high as say, the ACC, SEC or

Big Ten, so the committee
takes
the
conference's
strengths into consideration.
Murray State may deserve an
eight or nine seed, but they will
probably get an 11 or 12 seed.
The Racers defeated Arkansas,
who will be a high seed in the
NCAAs, but lost to Middle Tennessee and Austin Peay in the
regular-season, teams which
are unknown to committee
members this season.
To figure out who Murray
will play, you have to look at
who could be a middle-high
seed. I think Murray could
matchup against a team that is
between 15th and 25th in the
ratings.
Honestly, I think Murray will
be a 12th seed, which means
they will face a fifth seed. Possibilities for this category
include Arkansas, UCLA,
Michigan , New Mexico and Jlli-

nois, with Syracuse and West
Virginia knocking on the door
to join these teams as possibilities.
I don't think there is a rule
against it, but I don't think the
committee will matchup the
Wolverines 9r the Razorbacks
for a rematch with the Racers.
New Mexico could be a fourthseed with a solid 21-6 record.
This leaves UCLA and Illinois. Both teams have been
projected by the Blue Ribbon
website on ESPN SportsZone
as potential first-round opponents of the Racers. Since
Jelani McCoy left the Bruins'
roster, UCLA has struggled,
dropping Sunday's matchup
with Washington 95-94. Illinois
has been the surprise of the Big
Ten and their seed could
increase or decrease depending
on their performance in the
first Big Ten tournament.

So, since the Fighting Illini's
seed could fluctuate, the Racers
will face the Bruins. The committee knows Racer Head
Coach Mark Gottfried used to
be an assistant to Jim HarriP<
at UCLA, and who was the
assistant below Gottfried dur·
ing that time? Steve Lavin, t~e
present Bruin coach.
:
The committee will place the
Racers in Lexington. This is a
financial decision since Lexington is an easy drive from here
for Racer fans. UCLA has fans
that are loyal to their team,
and they can travel anywhere.
Money will be made by busi·
nesses in Lexington, as well as
the NCAA.

Grtg Stark is the sports editor
o{The Murray State News.

Sports
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MSU 81, APSU 56

Racers defeat Govs
enroute to OVC title
Bv GREG

''Tb.~s is not what we

STARK

SPORTS EorTOR

•, NASHVILLE - The MSU Racers
decidedly took their third match-up
~ainst Austin Peay with a 25 point
victory in the semi-finals of the con·
ference tournament Saturday at the
Nashville Arena. This after they split
t~e previous two games against the
Govs.
"We're excited to win," Murray
State Head Coach Mark Gottfried
said. "' think the most exciting thing
is you're 40 minutes away from an
automatic berth to the greatest show
on earth. That's what we want to play
for."
The Racers' 81-56 victory over
Austin Peay wasn't guaranteed how·
ever until late in the game, as the
ao'vemors were able to keep within
striking distance until a few minutes
• were left in the action,
At this point, OVC Player of the
Year De'Ten Mayes took over.
"I didn't force anything tonight,"
Mayes said. "The first half wasn't my
half. Sometimes I get to forcing things
when it doesn't come easy for me, but
everything came easy to me tonight. I
thought I did a good job."
The Racers held a 60-50 lead with
just over seven minutes left in the
game. From this point, Mayes caught
fire, scoring 16 of his game-high 25
points the rest of the way to help the.
Racers pull to their final margin.
"I thought we had a nice stretch
Ahnnt tho 1 ?.m;nuto

mAr~

THE

nrhArA

•
•

- DAVE

Loos,

AuSTIN PEAT
8AsK:ETBAu. CoACH

were really able to stretch our lead,"
Gottfried said. "During that time, I
think De'Teri Mayes was key like he's
been so many times."
Isaac Spencer also lent support for
the Racers, scoring 18 points. Chad
Townsend also scored 17 points but
got in foul ' trouble in the late going.
Aubrey Reese then played a solid role
at point guard.
"It's a broken record for us because
we come in here every night and talk
about how our senior guards keep
delivering for us," Gottfried said.
"Chad early in the game did, and
De'Teri late in the game did. We
always have someone to complement
those guys. Tonight, I thought Isaac
and Duane did scoring-wise."
Gottfried cited the empty feeling of
the building. Just over 5,000 fans
attended the contest in a building that
seats 20,000.
"Anytime you get to a buildin~ like
th1~

MWURRAY
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•
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envisioned today .
Murray is a good basketball team. They
just dominated us
today. ' '

T t!,inlc PvPrvhnrfv i<: tPnt.RtivP tn

make a play."
Austin Peay Head Coach Dave Loos
said he was surprised at the dominance of the Racers.
"This is not what we envisioned
today," be said. "Murray is a pretty
good basketball team. They just dom·
inated us today."
Governors' center Reggie Crenshaw
.s aid APSU kept getting closer to the
Racers but couldn't quite complete
what they were trying to do.
"We couldn't get over that hump,"
he said. "We tried keying on Mayes
and Spencer, but they beat us."
Gottfried said he wasn't sure about
the Racers when Townsend got in foul
trouble.
"We had Chad out of there at the .
eight-minute mark," he said. "I kept
thinking to myself, if the margin gets
to nine or eight, rve got to get Chad
back in there. If we had finished the
game with a 10-point margin, I would
have been happy. Chad wouldn't have
had to go back into the game. I
thought Aubrey did a super job like he
always has for us."
Overall, Gottfried said he was
pleased with the team.
"It's a good win for us," he said. "We
know we beat a good basketball team.
I told Dave I thought they were playing as well as anybody in the league
coming into the game. He did a super
job with the team this year. He bad
them playing the best at the end of
the year. That's the sign of a good bas·
kP.thall coach."

Danny Voweii/The News

OVC Newcomer of the Year Isaac Spencer went up for a shot over three Austin

Peay players In Saturday•s 81-56 win. Spencer scored 18 points in the winning
effort.

is p.ow accepting
applications for the
1998-'99 academic year.

Applications for the following positions are due by March 20
Positions Available:
Editor and Chief
Associate Editor
r.-Aii applicatiOns
Appllcanismust--~
News Editor
should be delivered
have a cumulative
In person.
GPA of 2.2.
ViewPoi11t Editor
CollegeLife Editor
• Applications should
Applications should
Sports Editor
, be accompanied by
be accompanied by
samples of ~our work.
Photography Editor
t a resume.
OnLi11e Editor

5 to 9 p.rri.
Free Pregnancy Tests
Caring & Confidential Help for Girls & Guys
Information about
pregnancy, abortion, adoption, parenting, STD's and abstinence

LifeHouse- 753-0700
1506 Chestnut Street •!• Across from the I&T Building

r-s--.-,--g---m---a-------c---h---,-1
3on 3Basketball Tournament'
Available Tuesday, March 10

Date: Saturday April 4, 1998
Place: Courts behind dorm's
Time: 10 a.m.
Cost: $20 per team
Open campus wide.
~Teams are limited ·to four people per team.

M11tim·r, Suturdu.1• & Sunday Only!
.~l•1mlur·1 hur,,dlly Nithlx
,\'twh·nh I'" I' 11nl•· S I K'ilh MSU 1.1>•

.I

Deadline is Wednesday April}, to sign up.
st p lace zs
. a cash pr1ze.
.
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Shootings occu·r after game
mann in Center City.
La Bombard, 21, was working on a project
for a Design of the Environment class
DAft Y PENNSYLVANIAN
inside
the Blauhnus, the blue, shed-like
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA
Fine Arts building at 33rd and Chestnut
streets, when a stray gunshot went right
(U-WIRE> PHILADELPHIA, Penn. One person was killed and three others, through the wooden wall and hit him in
including a University student, were the left leg, police and witnesses said.
wounded in related on-campus shootings
A woman who was taken to the hospital.
following the Philadelphia Public League after being shot in the elbow remained in
high school boys basketball championship fair condition as of Sunday night. Her
yesterday afternoon.
name and age were not immediately availThe incidents all occurred on 33rd Street able. Witnesses said the woman was also
north of the Palestra at about 4:10 p.m. an innocent bystander.
Witnesses described hearing a series of
The ·fourth victim, a 19-year-old West
gunshots that sounded like ''fireworks" Philadelphia man, was treated in the
shortly after the tournament ended and emergency room of Jefferson University
throngs of fans began leaving the building Hospital in Center City after receiving
and filling the street.
what a hospital spokesperson called a
Witnesses and police said the incidents "small gunshot wound to the back." The
were the result of a drive-by shooting in spokesperson would not identify the vicwhich a suspect inside a car fired an auto- tim, who was released at about 7:30 p.m.
matic or semi-automatic gun at least 15
The basketball championship, which
times before fleeing west on Walnut Street. attracted about 3,700 spectators, has been
Several police officers at the scene said the scene of numerous security problems in
they suspect the shootings were related to the past. Yesterday's shootings raise
a fistfight between two fans inside the doubts as to whether Penn will continue to
building during halftime of the game.
host
the
tournament.
University
After the shootings, police stopped at spokesperson Ken Wildes said the Univerleast four people for possessing weapons. It sity has not yet decided whether it will
is unclear if .any of the people questioned host the event next year.
were directly related to the incidents or
This is the tournament's second consecuwhether they were arrested as suspects.
tive year at the Palcstra. Before that, the
A 22-year-old man was pronounced dead championship was held for several years at
at the Hospital of the University of Penn- the nearby Civic Center.
sylvania after being shot in the back,
Last year, gunfire following the game
according to hospital and University Police sent people "fleeing everywhere," Universiofficials. A hospital spokesperson refused ty Police Capt. John Richardson said. No
to release the victim's name.
one was injured in the incident.
The Penn student wounded in the shootAt yesterday's and last year's games,
ing, senior John La Bombard, is being security was tight in and around the
treated for a gunshot wound to his left leg Palestra. Ten University Police officers, 40
and remained hospitalized in stable condi- officers from the School District of
tion as of 12:45 a.m. today, a spokesperson Philadelphia and 60 security guards were
for Allegheny University Hospitals-Hahne- on hand. An additional six to eight

Bv

IAN ROSENBLUM
AND MAUREEN TKACIK

,M cKinney advances
-Track: Murray State runners Jason McKinney and
Polina Morozova performed well at the OVC championships last weekend in Murfressboro, Tenn.

Philadelphia Police vehicies were
patrolling outside and all fans had to pass
through metal detectors.
Detectives from the Philadelphia Homicide unit are investigating yesterday's incidents. Information on the specific shootings was not immediately available, but a
Homicide detective said yesterday the unit
was in the midst of interviewing "about 60
witnesses" in an effort to "piece together"
the sequence of events.
Franklin Learning Center student Arkeda Hall, 14, who attended the game, said
she believed the gunshots were related to a
fight that broke out inside the Palestra at
about 3 p.m. during halftime. Hall said a
small boy received cuts when he was
"trampled" during the altercation.
Shortly afterward, police at the event
told the individuals who were fighting to
leave the Palestra, witnesses said.
Benjamin Franklin High School defeated
Franklin Learning Center 51-46 to clinch
the championship.
Wharton senior Erica Meyers, who was
inside the Blauhaus at the time of the
shooting, described the scene as one of
"chaos and confusion" after the shots rang
out.
She said she heard "a couple of shots
really quickly," followed a few seconds
later by "a succession of maybe 10 or 12
shots."
Police arriving at the scene told the students in the Blauhaus to move to a windowless room in the back of the building so
they wouldn't be hit by stray bullets, several witnesses said.
University Police officials were not
immediately available to comment on what
happened inside the Blauhaus.

BY )ASON BILLINGSLEY
STAFF WRITfR

The Murray State men's basketball team was not the only
MSU squad competing in an Ohio Valley Conference tournament last weekend. !!'he Murray State track squad went to the
campus of Middle Tennessee State University for the OVC
indoor track championships held Feb. 27 and 28.
The MSU track squad looked to finish the indoor season on a
strong note after placing high in tournaments at the University of Kentucky, Indiana University, Southern lllinois University and Southeast Missouri State University.
The best shots at individual titles for Murray State were in
the capable hands and feet of Jason McKinney and Polina
Morozova, the captains of the men's and women's squads.
These two captains have dominated in every tournament they
have participated, capturing several individual titles in the
events they compete in.
Morozova hai:l the best finishes for the MSU women's squad.
She finished fourth in the triple jump with a jump of 11.79
m)and fifth in the long jump with a leap of 5. 73 m.
McKinney once again led the men's squad with a victory in
the mile run. McKinney had the best showing for the •Racers
with a time of four minutes, 10.88 seconds in the mile. This
was good enough to put McKinney in a first place tie for the
OVC championship in the event. McKinney also finished fll'th
in the 3000-meter run after posting a time of 8:47.81.
In the relay events, MSU finished second in the men's distance medley relay with a time of 10:13.19 and fifth in the mile
relay with a time of 3:33.38. The MSU women finished seventh
in the distance medley relay with a time of 13:14.25 and eighth
in the mile relay with a time of 4:23.61.
Jason McKinney will now .a ttempt to qualify for the NCAA
Indoor Track Championships later this week in Arkansas, but
the rest of the team will now prepare for the start of the out·
door track season. The first meet of the outdoor season will take
place Saturday, March 21, at Murray State in the MSU Invitational.

Daily Pennsylvanian staff writers Ben Geldon and Shirley Zilberstein contributed to
this article.
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l<><liy! I·~Xl·jlj-845+ x2l

l!(l0-31\2·7070. O.:pt YY(./~2
/1 I'REI! C..o.TALOG FOR AU. ~f:,A...;(}f\:S •
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,ll )''"~~" iln)l~tps C:tn•era,, luAA"~· gtt·.u
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\IORIU! HOMES/MOB!lll HOME LOANS
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IUfldnl!. equity'kwl. Pruc .,..Der.; p;~ck:J8e,
land and horne: kxms Green Trtt Fln:tnc W ~22t-ll2i>4 or R00-<;'\4-8717

A NAllO'IAL MOBILE HO~i£ FlNANCE
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by phone124-hour :app!'O''JI. No cqully
tt.'quited.
Platinum
Caplbl,
f!OO.'j23·5363, open 7 <.bys.
PI 'T CASH IN · Your ltmtb rud•)1 Ren:o>-e
a lumJ»Ufll on your PFC lln<l GRP ~)'·
nl<!nt' anJ t>c:Wn n"":!llll! yo..r ~"llllt'nt
~ nuY.1 SeuiCllK'fll C:lpil.tl !l8fi.PARM·
ACT (327-6:.!.!8.)
CASt I fCJR IIOMEO\\':>II:RS • Cn·\ltt ptnl>lt:n•1 LIO<.lcr'>(nfxf. C4l!l,.>fkJ.tte i>aJt,, h0111e
lmpn"<~n··nL•, f!'l)~~l bnd (<>nlr.tt~' ll.au
<n.~ht OK. A chr<'tt 1\cnl\~<:ky lend<'J•n<ot a
broker N~o upplw;UIIH\ (ee,. S day d""'
UlJI.'i. We t11m<: lc> Y<l\lf humt•. ~24·i91)01't
HFHI~D

ON t 10\.N( I'A YMENTS' • Ntoed

hdfl f;a."? 'K:n·n I" O!!r:un.• to gel you cur·
r.·nt . No ·•rr>lk';lllon foe. C.urot:JI
Rt'>IOun.x:'- hw. ll1Jtt-45l9S72. RRR Mcmhc·r \Vd1 Sore· t\WW.clp-rcsourn~., "'"'
li0~1FOWNI'RS! ·Need money? t'ree d""'
t'Oll:l\l!Lltlon hy phone! '11s tliC 5e".I!IOn 10
he: dchl fn.'l', 1\:o t-qully necdt...t Poor

~ll ok c~ Samho)' fin3nt.tll, ~.SI ·

1065.
C.ASH f\00\\-' • We purch:Lo;c: mong:~R"'·
:lMIIIlics, ~nd bu.<nJO.-.; nolo. Since I <)iW
highest P~'~«"' p:>ld ~·rtc Qltnl!ll<"lj,
prompt pmfe....Jon:ll service. Colonul
Fin:nxbl 800-969·1200 ot, 'JS.
HOMEOWNER~ • Call Cmnmonl'mnt
~IOng;ll!<' ro.J.ly ~nd gel the 0.'111 you
nt.-cd t:lll'lliiUtt: high·lntcn...-.t cn:dJt c.ud
<Idle, rcf"'ir wmJge<l crl'l.lit <lf nuke
hn'"" improV<!ITM'nt.... 80\\.968-2221.
Cr\SH • luunedJ:ue S$ for 1!1111< ru~'<l ooeitle"ICJliJ! unJ Jdcrn:d inrurancc dam~'· JG.
\1/'entworth IIAA-231-537~

FOR( SALE
---k~'L'

ln.'ilnnncnt Tf -81 h.md lll'ld e.tku·

l.ttor lHtJ. C.1ll 7h2·2')9H

Por S:d,, Oprttnu' ll•••k,hdf Skreo W"

t.,n CO player l>llal ~a Nl('t: O>JI
7S.}69'56. 3.>king $150
Aldw I';!J!eln:lkct !!Ohwa~ for MxintOIIh
~.Q Unllf*led. $75. 762-29118 · Of
753-1176
IBM PC IIIJd PC :afi $10 e:ach. Gn::ar for
DOS u....e ex ror p;ulli. 7S?-1000
Apple n.: and !bello Sh.'\dc culor ampuc·
er Gn::n for parts S10 each Clll 7~1000
0.-erht::ad Pmjemxs SI 0 a p4[c:ce lidlund
Hcl\loeU rilm Scrip pro,ectOB SS a plec.-e c:all
7S9-I{)()(l
Foe Sale Zenith Dllla s,.tam lap Top
compuiU slow hut l!tt".lt for wnli"'l
p3per.;. h:b a nKe •.::myinj! cnsc:. Abo a
lB.\I Pnlflrlnter. All tor ju>t $1~ all 'N).

..Yt'fllion

6956 ak lOr Todd.

REPO 81JII.DINGS' • f;IOOI)' h:as 2 all 111m
lwikhnwo for urunedlate l!illr:.
One is 4~x50 SUI! cr.11c:d. Will ,;ell for hal·
:~nl-e. Call B1ll 800-'581·SR43.
STEEL BITIIOlNOS SAil! - 30x401110,
'l"'~"o<:t ~rylo:

$4,S94: 40x(\Oxt4, $8,4A4i SOx7')x14,
$11,.\49; '10x100xl6. $1~J70; 60x!OOxl6,
$17.323. Minl·storUgt: llulidlllJ(-'<. 3Cx120,
24 Ulllts. Sll,.!O<I. Free lxu.:hu""' xntinel
lluiklm!(S, 800-327.{)790, exu:n.,ion 79
PIZ7.A R£';TAl:RANT EQUIPMENT. CaU
502-726-7754
TAN AT HOME • Don\ mak~ :1 hu~

mL'r

t3kt• Comp;~te the ~unMi'll<r ho:d 10
cvc:rythlng d:<e. Y<llfli he glad you dJd
Free t.'Olor ~'31:1lug. Pin:uadllj! ~S3~

7282.
'\~lOU'F' 'TA!'.'NTNG REDS - Tan :at home.
Buy dln:ct :and svcl Comrnefri;aJ1 hnme

unils from Sl9').00. t..ooor monthly p:~y·
Free <ulnr Clctlog. Call tocby ti00842·1310.
MUST ~ElL ENTIRE INVfNTORY • Of
new 1997 lehol.'el' hugo: flllllly-li~Zt:d pools
19' x 31' 00. Pool romplde wkh sun<~cck, fell<:e :and filler. Only sm. $0 dcJio,n
fin.lnorlg! C:lU Kclli ~759-60'58. Umked
metll'

an: Martttl Allll Arneric:a and

•

we dwage

lives nr people hy unle:l!lllan11 their pocenti:lt. • We an: lool(ll\8 tnr help, people
wtth a mll!llion. No c:xperil:ono L• ne<:es11:1ry heau'lt: we w111 reiCh you :til you
need 10 know. 8ut you had better c:ill f.J.sl
hccti.IIIC we ~&n: on 11 f:lllt lr:Kk :and 'M: :ue
looking fur NIVIC:r.!. lotutul Altll ArneriCl,
(502) 7S.}6111
'The N:adoo:ll SolUt!Jlt Museum il now
~C«flClnnt ~f'll'lic':lllom fot G~rc:w:ay ChoJ.
k:oac: Counac:. Thcac pooitionl will be
weekend. only April, May, Scptcrnbo:r.
:~nd Octoher and Tuaday • Sunday few
June, july, and Aup!. No phone
inqulnc:5 ~ AP!)fatlona :av:albble :u
~ lllWC\Jm :wl~ desk, Tueiday •
S:ltutday. The mtllleUm ill loc::ued on the:
l~t o( 16th A O>llow-•y Sell ..
Camp CouNClor.a ·New Vorl< CO-ed Trim
Oown-Fhnc:M Camp, Hi~ It pl:ay in the
Cat~ill M~anta;ans, only 2 hr.~ from NY
City. HJve 3j!TC3t ~tt~mmer. Make a dlffe,..
c:n«- In t:he kidoliv~l (iodd :;alary, Internship cn:dllto .!i free Rm/Bd. All ~>pan:>,
Water ~kiillj!, Canoc:mg. Ropc:ll, Life·
guanl~.
AJ...o kitchen, olfacc:, & niflht
war.c:hmc:n. 120 ~1101'18. Camp Shane
<~>292·2267
www.c:unJ)IIIwle.com
To~ [}.a~"CfS \V:lnted. Top Pay flexible Hnuct- Weekend.' New Gt:ntlcman·s
Cluh. T......_ 1316 Old t:.oulwillc: Rd

Wm

ll<.wling Green <502>796-9200
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LOOKING POR A GREAT FtmJRE? • TSL

<.111\ hdp C:uriC'r ("::id driver lr.lirlinjl .._
wet'k prow:am with ASl.I!Newl<pon, Room
and boon! provided. excellent bt,nc:fill<,
nm up 10 $~,000 fiDt yc::arl 800-5Z7·
9568. Ex~ driv~ wdcomc:.
DRIVER • !!:1m up 10 SIIOO per wcck yow
li~ ye:ar 'fii&h USA Tru<;kl we-model con~wid! &:lldhte, no lllip liC:IIIng
:aod weekly p.~y. ~137-4642. EO£.
M/F/HIV.

ORIV'ER.'i, O'l'1t • l'blbed driver.~ needed.
Yr:ar round l'lc.lr:D, full bc:neflcol .()pliCal,
pn:.,.cn~. -401K, T3rp JIIIYibonWI,
top p:t)•..!an:..t dc:poro.it, QS&IjlnCd tr.l(tOf>l.
~3'16-1~2. joe. Cardinal Fn:ight Qlm..
er... CDL.A wiMAZ·MAT rr:q ,

dc:nt:al,

HELP -------------WANTED
------WANTED people wtth pu~lon, people
with heart and people who care. Havoe
you CVL'I' w~..ht-d you <.'OUid IJc: work wat:h
:1 pm(.,.,I()J\31 ('omp;~ny with pn>fe:;.,lonal
['<'t>ple, do<n/( pmf<'!.,,ion:ll thtnl!-• in a
prolfe'lon;lf way? Wdt now you cant We

ORMRS • ~ 199fl('l:ly p:tcka~ An.'IJc
F.Kpra' I~ i!eeklng <:omJIIIny/~fl:ll &
01'R lf'Jr:tor·tr:lllcr dnvc:n. Cla."l.'l A COL
w/h37Jnat ~nd I year OTR driv1ng
requited Call O:avr: or Li.><:~ a~ 800-927·
0431. EOF..

ORNER, NEW 0/0 PROGRAM· S0.81/R2
mtb, 2~ mild a Wttk, ext:ellt:nt
lnsur:mc:e, di..oount ~. van IX lbtlled
Check OUI the Roehl rJitT"n:nce, 8)0.39~

p;llt ol a I)'Menl that elimln:nc::o bnll a> Kentucky t'OOlfl.lllY olt...s: high conliTilsslon.•.
cold CDJllnjt tr:linillj!; hc.-:alth hcnefll.,.
Call lloh ~a•1or, 60ti·29'J-76S6, Mon<lay
thru Fritby IOi pcr.o<)n:ll lntcn1c:w.

DRIVERS, arR • Grnb ~~ IIUilgb.o;.oei!
The ~ l• brigM :u P11J No NR. Cruu·
cb, New York Ciry. Ou=nl«'<< home polIcy, :;angles and ll::lm,, no !OU<.il Crdglu.
Min. 23. I year OTR, <DL with Haz.\!:11.
I!I)(J..848.040 m :an EEO Employer

DIUVERS TRAINEES l'o'I!!OI!IY. • Proline is
hlriflll dri\'1;1)1 In KY Eam $600 + weekly
• hc:neftt.._ I 'S wy Cl )L T~alning withl~
wltino n=irnhur.!mlc:lll now :1valbble 800-

&481, WWW.ROEHL'NET

CUARA~F.D

ARE YOU

$850.00 A

WEEK?· Plus hnnuses tdl yor long? We
will at D:tvid W . Hood Trud<ing. Inc. for
We:<C Coa.>l run.•. ~ c~pc:rlience :a
mt151, m311Y bend'~~&. Ma:l IX>T ~ire

menu. ll00-424-9013i812 ,288-4410.
ORNER, OWNER OPERATORS • Colonl~l
Freight Sy~tem.• W:lnt\ you to gain your
i~ We offer. weekly ~JCUle
mc:nts, home often, mile•~(<: or '16 p;~y.
Teal'll.'l needed 8(J().jj;l().J i02
DRIVER. STOP SE111.1NG! • COn-Way
Truc:klo:ld Setvk"' ...-elul ;.olo<i and t..-.tm'
for OTR
We otlt-r new t.eam op[><>r·
ntnldt:S ~nd II lOLII COIII~I\.'I;Itk>n f"'Ckagc:
second 10 none: a.o;.,Jgne<l n>n•t'lltamal.•,
comp:llly Jlll•d ln.•ur:anc:e for tht· enure
f;lmdy, retirement. patd holwY1ifv~mtK>n
& $600 :a yt::ll' lon~uy honu~. Call f'K)().

run.•.

sss.cwrs

$1,000 S SIGN.ON UONU~ • CX/Rohc-lllOil
b looking for ~n ..emklrivr:r.. Up to 30C
a mile 10 stm. Nct.-d d'I.OII! A CUL, I }'t::lr
arR.Il00-47~5581. EOE/mf

ORMRS ·All

'9') 0t n<'Wc:T

l'OOVt:fltinnal

ne.:t. Sokloi sun up to $0.30 per mUe wkh
bonu.""' und annwl ~ 10 $0.35 per
miJc: Tc:uns &tlll up 10 $0.38 per mile Wllh
bonu.-... l!l<h-.uy'~; top milc-;IJ!t: nver.tRC- 23
rih I ye;ar arR J·r.br BRS-21~5627
DRNERS. OVER THE ROAD • j~ ~to.
fl:al wah sides, l:ate mndel <'Oflvention:al'l.
j year.< c:xpc:nc:n<:e. Sun JOC' • 33C 11 mile:

.. bt:nd"d.-.. ean 1100444~.
DRIVERS • A~=ler.&tc: at Mdton! ~36
qxn. New Kenwnnh•, SolO tll'p Jill)' Full

m:c:d 11:1inc:o lind exrcrlerx:cd tc::unv•ifl.
glo right lli>WI ~16-~5.
INF.XPERIENO'Jl~ • Fret.' CVL tr:lining.
Pre-htn.-d by comp:llly. Gtur:mtced joh if
qu:1hfar:d, ha:k!d oot d your n= _ $~
$700 w...,..kly. &:ncht• p:lCkage. 1!00-455'i(>Rl, then dill 20l

llRlVE'R. OTR COVENANT TRANSPORT·
Wr.-1 O:'>i.!.'ll run.' $t,I)JIJ ~1/(n·<Jn honu.~ for
c~r><·flcnn·d drtvcr.~ H..-~lt:h/ltfe m'ur~nce

avatiJhlc

I«Xl·.HI!-M2H Kud Mo:yet Rc:rri)ler.ttc:d
'l'rtt<'k IJn<:'< RIIR-f.67·3?2'J.

TRAVEL
MARRY ON A MOUNTAIN! • lk nuniL...t
In :1 fn:lRI'IIIkt•fll nlOUntalmnp churct >oUr·
ntUndetJ hy ln...,_.. It: DWC'O>mc: vk."WS of the
Grt::tt Smoky MountJtns! Call ~72C}
-1365. htip-//www.mwtopel.com
A lif'AUTlPUI. <:ANI>Lr;LJT • Old F;_hkoOt.-d Wtillng 01:1pd overlool(ll\$1 river,
Smoic)• Moonuin., T1' H0111C-dmY< n or·
ft18t; Cll>ln•. l:at.~. orthlned '"'"""""''

oo 1c::11S Hcanbnd ~7 I VOW~>
h«pJI~~

GET MARRIED •

""''hun!

vi~.

O~c;oumged

by C'JII

~~·
hJ~k'i?

pn.,.,rcuin)l?
Want It> ll<)

Co01p~t:lt:lon

are due in the SGA office by
4:30 p.m. on March 16.
Applicationms are available
in the SGA Office

Mnunttln.•, an:a,,

c:h:!pcl-. <ilurch ordalnt:d
manL'ilerll, cnmt>leto: Pl'r:lnjlt:lnent•. nc>!lq'•
moon & fJmil)" cnhiM, hrearhukiOR
vi~. \\'<:dding ch:tpel• R00-!!93-7l74.

NEEDED • Ptpe-firtt"r.i, p1pe-wddc:t'o, moll·
wnghl,. He:alth mo., V~~<.':ltion. 401K, holt •
wy:., EOE, drug 5<:rc:t.'fl. Contau Sieve
Laverty. ~36 or f'uJt Re:.umt• to:
316-:fl!!-3~. A-LERT Con...rtu~t~111 St-rCAREER SALES · Tlfl!d

~

ll'\(1<\t ht-~utlful

Vll<utlon

'

n..,, (.lay <til truck. l'xpenen~..u

drive.., Hl)(l-441-4W4, gt.Juate Mudcnts

hc:nt:li~- ll)0.63~. dept. •I\"2N~398-

Appllcat:lon•

..

242-7364.
ORIVt!RS • Eam SM 'i 00. So e;t;pt-net1C'cl
No prnhl...-m! C.O L Trnanillj! pnl\idcld. No
COI1ll'.K1 required! Our K~dr:y tc:rmirub

EOE.

l\lon-traditional
Wrlt:lng

00

lo<lgin)l

800-6.H·~14

hap/NlV.'W,"'"''kymtnnt:lli t"l>mimatli...nk
A lll'.Al:TIFUL CHAI'fi/C:Hl 01!CH CHRISTIAN \t'El ll)tNG • I;JthnhufJ!'' nrt!(lnJI
(hii'K't:l!l>lill l'hl~"ll"'flliY. 111U>~t'. flower..,
lluvl'l, l"muJ •ulto:s. fan:p1.1cc' l~>ve walk
hnck. Rev. I'J l';~yk>r I!00-346.l779 .
hiiJ>//ww....,.g.ttltnhltt)(ChJpo.'l• (0111
• •

The' Murray State News
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After Public Safety released the actions of the three defen·
a composite drawing of the dants "were intentional or the
Continued from Page 1
attacker, an anonymous call result of deliberate indiffersaid the drawing was of Fre- ence, reckless disregard or
itag in the White College park- itag. After receiving the call, plain incompetence." The suit
ing lot at 10:57 p.m. The law- Phillips said they looked up continues to say the "plaintiff
• suit stated Freitag arrived Freitag's class schedule and was wrongfully indicted,
· home in Madisonville between asked McDaniel to wait for him wrongfully
arrested
and
: 5:30 p.m. and 6 p.m. and to leave class so she could see if wrongfully incarcerated."
stayed
home
with
his it was him or not. She identi"The facts seem bizarre,"
estranged wife for the rest of fied Freitag as her attacker.
said Mark Blankenship, forthe night.
Freitag was arrested on mer attorney for Freitag. He
• On March 6, while leaving April 1, 1997, and charged wondered why Public Safety
· the Blackburn Science Build- with one account of fourth did not have a formal line up
ing, McDaniel claims Freitag degree assault,"' fi~st degree with other suspects i!l the case.
· attacked her in the stairwell rape, first degree unlawful
In April1997, the University
causing her to fall down the imprisonment and second Judicial Board found Freitag
stairs and sustaining physical degree stalking. He was placed not guilty of endangering the
injuries from the fall. Freitag in the Calloway County Deten- safety and welfare of another
again said he was in Madis- tion Center and held on student.
•onville with his wife and child $75,000 cash bond.
McDaniel :refused to committ
for the entire day.
In the Jawsuit, Freitag said on the lawsuit.

LAWSUIT

March 5, 1998

Gottfried was confident the
committee would decide to let
the Racers into the NCAAs if
they took a premature fall in
the OVC tournament.
"Contrary to what most people think, I thought we were .i n
anyway," he said. "Maybe I wa.<l
wrong. I've been wrong before
many times. 1 think it would
have been hard to keep a team
out with three losses."
Tournament MVP Chad
Townsend agreed with. Gottfried on where the team
should be seeded.
"I was kind of upset we got to
play Duke so close but didn't
beat them," Townsend said. "I
used that for motivation
throughout the summer. I

RACERS
Continued from Page l

hurt the Racers when the
NCAA selection committee
seeds the tournament.
"It's an unusual team.
Unusual really for our league,"
he said. "With the record, the
wins outside the league and the
consistency within the league,
we never'had a bad stretch of
two or three games. We got
beat at Middle Tennessee com·
ing off the win over Iowa State
in Puerto Rico, and Austin
Peay beat us at their place in a
tough environment. After both
games, we picked it back up."
Even with the automatic bid,

wanted to get back and show
we did have a good team, and
we deserve to be in there. Like
Coach said, we deserve an
eight or nine seed. If they don't
give it to us, we have to fight."
Gottfried said the Racers will
be ready to play, anywhere,
anytime.
"I don't really care where we
go," he said. "We have such
great fans and they travel. You
can look out there and see how
many go. If Lexington or
Atlanta are our sites, you'll se'e
some ticket sales, I'll tell you
that. We don't really care
where, we don't really care
who. Our guys are h ungry.
They want to play. We're looking forward to it."

RWattfalnl Wlrat'Yede Loakii'FGr!

Take out aCLASSIFIED!
131(3 APPLtCAF~

-•a:~A.-1-

''Welcome Back Students"

Bair Studio

ser vi n .....
u Mexican Food

and D e li Sandwic h es
fro an

I

J 1 :00 a tn-1 1 :00 prn

7 5 3-3 688

Bar / -lours: II :00 C:llll-A1idnight

Monday - Friday 8 a.m.- 6 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.m. - 5 R.m.

3/7/98 Club 51 Classic Rock.
3/14/98 Monkey Finger.

1701 Hwy. 121 By-Pass

LOCATHD ON Cl~ I S.
12 miks South of thL' R<~L'L'r Inn in Murray
PurvL'ar·. TN
t)() l-:.!47 - 57<JX

Walll·ins weleome

M AKE

YouR CHOICE
FOR

COPIES
1301 Chestnut Street • Murray, Kentucky
(502) 753-7117 • Fax: (502) 753·1398

· Viane q)urr
Patt~ Cothran
Cintfy £am6

l]Iis Is A Short Message.
The Shu ld is taking applications for the 1999 yearbook
ataft'. Come by the ShNld office in Wilson Hall, room
116 and pick up an application TODAY! Applications

The average reader spends less
than 3 seconds per newspaper ad ...
so quickly now11 You Seek More Bang For Your Buck...
VISIT US!

..0
l
l

UPPERCUTS
HAIR & TANNING SALON

New Bulbs
MSU Students
$25 for 300 minutes w/MSU J.D.

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy

1104 Story} >tvenue

Glendale at Whitnell

--------

753-C'UTS

288.7

753-4175

Visit us online!

&IN

HA I R SAlOn

Tammy She ppa rd
Rho nda Butler-Durha m
M arilyn R a y
Anne-Marie Hale

•
Visit us on the \X1orld \'(fide \X'eb <ll

http://www.thenews.org

1415 M a in Street

Produced by Tbe Murray State News in coopl'r:ttion
with LDD, Inc.-Cie:u·ly the Bc~t!
To subscribe to LDDNct call 1-800 i~c;- H,o~.

753-4700
Next t o M att B's
$2 Off with LDM card

For more information call 762-4495
I

